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Abstract
Graph signal processing is an emerging paradigm in signal processing which took
birth in the search for a set of consistent mathematical tools to analyze signals which
occur over networks or graphs. The viewpoint of signals through graphs is universal
and applicable to a large variety of diverse real-world problems. In this thesis,
we make contributions to graph signal processing in two different settings: graph
signal processing theory and graph signal processing with machine learning. In
the first setting, we derive a novel Hilbert transform framework for graph signals in
answering the question of whether amplitude and frequency modulations be defined
for graph signals. We generalize Gabor’s analytic signal and define amplitude and
phase modulations for graph signals via a Hilbert transform which is shown to
demonstrate ability to highlight anomalies or singularities over graphs.

In the second setting, we bring together some of the popular machine learning
approaches to graph signal processing, demonstrating how the two thought pro-
cesses can be mutually coupled meaningfully for significant benefits. Specifically,
we deal with the problem of predicting vector target signals which are graph signals
over an associated graph. The input is taken to be a general quantity associated to
the graph signal, but not necessarily the same physical quantity as that of the graph
signal. In this way, we make graph signal output predictions with inputs which are
agnostic to a graph structure. We apply this line of thought to extend some of
the popular and powerful techniques in machine learning to graph signal setting:
kernel regression, multi-kernel regression, Gaussian processes, and extreme learning
machines. We show that our approach outperforms the conventional versions when
the training samples are scarce and noisy: application to many real-world graph
signal applications show that similar prediction performance as that of non-graph-
aware versions is achieved with much less training data, and that too corrupted with
noise. This also includes the extreme cases where data is partly missing or corrupted
with large perturbations. This observation in turn points to the efficiency of our
approach in terms of both availability of resources and computational complexity,
which usually increases as datasize increases. Our approach stands out uniquely
in being able to handle cases where the input and output are different physical
quantities. It is also interesting to note that our approach performs reasonably well
even in cases where the graph exists but is not known to the user.

We conclude by addressing the general problem of learning graphs from graph
signals in two ways. First, we show that learning of connected graphs can be trans-
formed into a convex optimization constraint which can be easily augmented to
any of the existing graph learning techniques. Second, we propose a sparsity based
approach to learn graphs in a hyperparameter-free manner which is computation-
ally efficient. In our first contribution in the context of learning graphs, we are
concerned with learning connected graphs which describe the data, whereas in the
second part, we focus on learning graphs that are effective in making predictions
for the signal value at the different nodes.





Sammanfattning
Signalbehandling över grafer är en ny och växande paradigm inom signalbe-

handling som härstammar fr̊an behovet av matematiska verktyg för att analysera
de signaler som uppkommer över nätverk och grafer. Många vanligt förekommande
problem g̊ar att modellera som signaler över grafer. I denna avhandling presen-
teras teoretiska bidrag inom signalbehandling över grafer samt bidrag inom ma-
skininlärning till signalbehandling för grafer. I den första delen härleds ett nytt
ramverk av Hilbert transformationer för signaler över grafer vilket beskriver hur
amplitud- och frekvensmodulering definieras för signaler över grafer. Hilbert trans-
formationen vilken visas kunna uppmärksamma anomalier och singulariteter över
grafer.

I den andra delen sammanställ n̊agra av de populära maskininlärningsmetoder
för signalbehandling över grafer vilket demonstrerar hur de fördelaktigt kombine-
ras. Specifikt adresserar vi problemet med att förutsäga vektorer som represente-
rar signaler över grafer. Inmatningen betraktas som en generell kvantitet associe-
rad med signalen men som inte nödvändigtvis har samma fysiska mängd. Därmed
görs förutsägelserna med inmatningar som är agnostiska till en graf. Vi tillämpar
denna metodik för att utvidga n̊agra av de populära och kraftfulla teknikerna i
maskininlärning till signalbehandling över grafer: kärnregression, regression i flera
kärnor, Gaussprocesser och extremt lärande maskiner. Vi demonstrerar att v̊art
tillvägag̊angssätt överträffar de konventionella varianterna när träningsproverna är
glesa och brusiga p̊a flera verkliga graf signaler. Ansökan till m̊anga grafiska signal-
sapplikationer i verkliga världen visar att liknande prediktionsprestanda som för
icke-graffedvetna versioner uppn̊as med mycket mindre träningsdata, och det för
korrumperade med ljud. Detta inkluderar även de extrema fallen där data delvis
saknas eller korrumperas med stora störningar. Denna observation pekar i sin tur
p̊aeffektiviteten av v̊art tillvägag̊angssätt när det gäller b̊ade tillg̊angen till resurser
och beräkningskomplexitet, vilket vanligtvis ökar när dataökningar ökar. V̊ar me-
tod är ensam om att hantera fall där inmatning och utmatningen best̊ar av olika
fysiska kvantiteter. Där är ocks̊a av intresse att v̊ar metod fungerar rimligt bra även
i de fall där grafen finns men inte är känd av användaren.

Vi avslutar med att behandla det allmänna problemet med att lära grafer fr̊an
signaler över grafer. Först visar vi att inlärning av sammanhängande grafer kan
omvandlas till ett konvext bivillkor som enkelt kan användas för att utvidga de
befintliga grafinlärningsteknikerna. Sedan föresl̊ar vi en metod för att lära glesa
grafer p̊a ett hyperparameterfritt och beräkningseffektivt tillvägag̊angssätt. Den
första metoden berör sammanhängande grafer som beskriver data medan det andra
fokuserar p̊a att lära grafer som är effektiva till att förutsäga signalvärdet vid olika
noder.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Overview

A variety of natural and man-made signals appear in a connected manner, in the
sense that the data as a whole can be seen as consisting of connected modules
or agents or nodes. These nodes or agents are characterized by a neighbourhood
of other nodes connected with each other through a link or an edge. The mod-
ules/nodes and their association with each other may then be succintly described
through a graph with an adjacency or connectivity matrix whose entries repre-
sent the strength of the edges or links between the different nodes of the graph.
A graph signal then refers to the vector whose components are the values of some
physical quantity or feature of the data at the various nodes. We notice that such
a framework then immediately becomes applicable to a diverse range of applica-
tions, from speech, images, biological networks, functional brain connectivity, sensor
networks, traffic networks, protein networks, essentially an almost endless list of ap-
plications (cf. example Figure 1.1). Mathematically, graph signal processing deals
with the generalization of fundamental notions of filtering, spectrum, denoising,
Fourier transform, signal reconstruction to non-uniform grids or more generally
to arbitrary manifolds in a consistent manner. This in turn makes the traditional
one-dimensional discrete-time signal processing (DSP) as a special case. This ex-
plains why the graph signal processing paradigm has seen rigorous activity from
researchers over the past few years, ever since it was first introduced around seven
years ago.

As the title suggests, graph signal processing forms the central theme of this
thesis and the works reported in this thesis may be divided into three different
sections. The first one, deals with contributions to the theory of transforms and
fundamental signal processing blocks for graph signal processing. In particular, we
generalize the notion of the Hilbert transform and the analytic signal construction
to graphs using the conjugate-symmetry-like property of the graph Fourier trans-
form of directed graphs in Chapter 2. The resulting Hilbert transform is proved to
have many of the interesting mathematical properties also shared by the conven-
tional discrete-Hilbert transform. We also highlight the important aspects in which
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Figure 1.1: A collection of diverse real-world graph signal applications considered
in the thesis. Centre inset figure: Graph schematic. From left top clock-wise: func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), electroencephalogram (EEG), European
atmospheric tracer experiment (ETEX), two-dimensional image, temperature sen-
sor data, and one-dimensional signals.

the graph Hilbert transform differs from the conventional one. One of the interest-
ing properties of the graph Hilbert transform is that it highlights singularities or
anomalies in the network, much like the conventional 1D or 2D Hilbert transform.
We further use the graph analytic signal to define amplitude and frequency modula-
tions for graph signals, inspired from the conventional definitons. Experiments with
real-world datasets show that graph signal modulations can be of merit and provide
complementary information in real applications such as speaker recognition.

We then proceed to the more central theme of the thesis: bringing together of
graph signal processing and machine learning. This thought is motivated by two
complementary viewpoints. Traditional machine learning approaches such as kernel
regression where the predicted output is a vector, often require a moderately large
amount of reliable training data for achieving a reasonable prediction perfomance.
What happens if the training data is limited and that too corrupted with obser-
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vation noise? For such a scenario may and does indeed arise in many real-world
scenarios, take for example, the case of temperature measurements for example.
Suppose we wish to predict the temperature over forty-five major cities of Sweden
using the air-pressure as input, and we have access only to a month’s data. Fur-
ther assume that the available data is also corupted with significant noise coming
from the sensor measurement faults. Can we still make temperature predictions
for outputs accurately using such a training dataset? We assert the answer in the
affirmative, and we do this by employing graph signal structure: we employ ac-
tively the information that the predicted target is a graph signal described by an
underlying graph. The alternate viewpoint is that which comes from graph signal
processing: our interest lies inpredicting a graph signal using by making inputs
which may not lie over the same graph, or may be agnostic to it. We further have
no functional model between input and output except that we have training data.
Can we now make predictions for the desired graph signal, that too with limited
data? In other words, can we design machine learning strategies for graph signal
processing? Thus, we see that our approach may be seen as an answer to two related
and complementary problems.

In particular, we first propose linear regression for graph signals in Chapter 3,
since kernel regression is ubiquitous and forms the workhorse of many a machine
learning techniques, from support vector machines to deep learning. Our task is
to learn the optimal regression coefficients, given that the predicted output is a
graph signal with particular graph Fourier spectral profile. We show that effectively,
the predicted target for a new input is only the function of inner-products of the
input features paving the way for a general kernel based approach leading to kernel
regression .This in turn means that we only need a kernel between inputs and not the
input individually themselves for the prediction. We further ask the question of what
happens if we have no information of the graph except that the targets lie over one.
In other words, we learn simultaneously both the regression coefficients and a graph
Laplacian estimate which helps achieve good prediction. Our experiments illustrate
that in cases of significant noise in the training data, and extreme cases such as
missing data or large perturbations, our approach performs significantly better than
the case when the graph signal structure is not exploited. An important distinction
of our approach is that we make no assumptions on the input being related explicitly
to the graph: whether it lies over a graph, as is the case with inpainting, or not, our
approach is agnostic to that information. Since we actively make use of training
data, our approach outperforms graph signal recovery approaches which have input
as a subset of the same graph as the output.

Kernel regression over graphs, of course, assumed that the kernel function is
specified beforehand. In many cases, however, one may desire to use a combination
of multiple valid kernels. We might then wish that instead of tuning the kernel
parameter for a given kernel, we use the training data to directly choose the optimal
kernels from a ’bag of kernels’ with different preset hyperparameter values in a
consistent manner. This lead us to propose multi-kernel regression for graph signals
in Chapter 4. We prove there that the optimal combination coefficients for the
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various kernels can be obtained by solving a convex optimization problem.
Proceeding along the same line of thought, we propose extreme learning machine

for graph signal processing in Chapter 5. Extreme learning machines are single
layer neural network where random features of the input are employed and the
learning happens only at the last layer or the output layer, hence, giving it its
name. Extreme learning machines have been found to be efficient as a regression and
classification tool despite its striking simplicity. We show once again how extreme
learning machines can benefit from the awareness of the underlying graph over
which the output or target lies. Experiments with real-world datasets show how
our approach outperforms classical extreme learning machines under noisy and
limited training data.

We then proceed to extend our approach to the natural next step in Chapter 6:
Bayesian treatment. We show that the Bayesian treatment of the kernel regression
for graph signals leads to Gaussian processes over graphs, a generalization of the
Gaussian process to graph signals. We formulate the Gaussian process over graphs
for graph signals of any given graph Fourier spectral profile. The graph signal could
be band-pass, low-pass, or high-pass graph signal and our approach remains equally
applicable. Here again, we assume that the input is agnostic to the graph, and we
do not employ any knowledge of the graph on the inputs, but just on the predicted
target. Experiments with real-world datasets once again demonstrate the merit of
the approach and the validity of our hypothesis that graph signal structure improves
the prediction performance.

In the last part of the thesis, we take up the problem of learning graphs from
graph signals in two different chapters. In Chapter 7, we take up learning graphs as
a general problem with the constraint that the resulting graph is connected, in the
sense of algebraic connectivity. We show that this translates to a convex constraint
on the graph-Laplacian matrix, easily amenable to any general graph learning prob-
lem. Finally, in chapter 8, we investigate learning sparse graphs which result in good
signal prediction solved in a hyperparameter free setting. The approach results in
graphs which have superior performance in prediction experiments compared with
some of the usual graph adjacency matrices associated with the real-world datasets.

We believe that this thesis presents a step in a novel direction in graph signal
processing, particularly when viewed through th perspective of machine learning.
There are nevertheless many more interesting questions which spring to mind and
could be asked, and many more than remain unanswered. Many of those are cur-
rently being pursued by the authors with fellow researchers, and for the rest we
sincerely hope that those interested will pursue and contribute further to the field.

Structure of Chapters

In order to aid the clarity and to keep the chapters and ideas self-contained, we
have provided dedicated introduction, literature survey, and discussion/conclusion
sections for each of the chapters.
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Chapter 2

Hilbert transform, Analytic signal,
and Modulation Analysis for

Signals over Graphs

2.1 Introduction

The analysis of data over networks or graphs poses unique challenges to the signal
processing community, since data must be seen with due regard to the connections
between various data points or nodes of a graph [New10,SM14c,SNF+13b]. Given
the wealth of techniques and models in conventional signal analysis, it is desirable
to extend existing concepts to signals over graphs [TV17b,RG13,JNS09]. The col-
lective efforts along this line of thought have led to the emergence of the notion
of signal processing over graphs [SNF+13b,SM13a,SM14a,SM14c]. In this chapter,
we generalize the concepts of Hilbert transform, analytic signal, and modulation
analysis to signals over graphs. This is motivated by two observations. Firstly,
Hilbert transform, analytic signal, and associated modulation analysis have been
used extensively for one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) signals in vari-
ous applications [Coh95,Cus02,Zay98,GXX09,SMR09,ZL18,FS01,BS99,Ber14]. By
extending modulation analysis to graphs, we endeavour to provide similar tools for
signals over graphs. Secondly, viewing of 1D /2D signals in a graph setting has been
shown to give additional insight into the signals, leading to improved performance
in tasks such as compression and denoising [SNF+13b,VCH15b].

2.1.1 Review of literature
Some of the early works in graph signal processing include windowed Fourier trans-
forms [SRV12], filterbanks [NO13, TTS17], wavelet transforms and multiresolu-
tion representations for graphs [CM06,GGE+05,HVG11,WDB06,NM16]. A num-
ber of strategies for efficient sampling of signals over graphs have been proposed
[GMMR16,CVSK16b,TBL16,AGO16,CVSK15a,WCG16, PTGV16]. The notions
of stationarity and power spectral density have also been considered extensively for

9
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Figure 2.1: Anomaly highlighting behavior of the graph Hilbert transform for 2D
image signal graph. (a) image, and (b) graph Hilbert transform. We observe that
the graph Hilbert transform highlights edges or sudden jumps across connected
pixels.

signals over graphs [Gir15a,SMLR16,GGF15]. A parametric dictionary learning ap-
proach for graph signals was proposed by Thanou et al. [TDF14]. In [SRV16a], Shu-
man et al. generalized the notion of time-frequency analysis to the graph setting us-
ing windowed graph Fourier transforms. Shahid et al. proposed variants of principal
component analysis for graph signals and developed scalable and efficient algorithms
for recovery of low-rank matrices [SKB+15,SPK+16]. Tremblay et al. proposed an
efficient spectral clustering algorithm based on graph signal filtering [TPB+16].
In [BKBV16], Benzi et al. developed a song recommendation system based non-
negative matrix factorization and graph total variation. Shuman et al. proposed a
multi-scale pyramid transform on graphs that generates a multiresolution of both
the graph and the signal [SFV16]. Segarra et al. proposed convex optimization based
approaches for blind identification of graph filters [SMMR16,SMMR17b]. Chen et
al. considered signal recovery on graphs based on total-variation minimization for-
mulated as a convex optimization problem [CSMK15a]. Sakiyama et al. proposed
spectral graph wavelets and filterbanks constructed as sum of sinusoids in spectral
domain with low approximation error [SWT16]. Deutsch et al. showed the applica-
tion of spectral graph wavelets to manifold denoising [DOM16]. A trilateral filter
based denoising scheme was proposed by Onuki et al. [OOYT16]. Multirate signal
processing concepts including M -channel filter banks were extended to the graph
setting by Teke and Vaidyanathan [TV17b]. Kernel regression approaches for re-
construction of graph signals have also been recently proposed in the framework
of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces [RMG17]. Mendes et al. proposed a general
framework for transforms for graph signals where they considered extension of to-
mograms to the graph signal setting [MMA16]. A fast algorithm for implemen-
tation of vertex-frequency representations for graphs was developed by Jestrovic
et al in [JCS17a]. They also developed an optimized vertex-frequency representa-
tion for investigating brain characteristics during consecutive swallows [JCS17b].
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Hilbert transform/analytic signal Graph Hilbert transform/analytic signal
Linear and shift invariant Linear and graph-shift-invariant
Highlights signal edges Highlights graph anomalies

Quadrature phase-shifting Generalized
quadrature phase-shifting

Changes with permutation of samples Invariant to node permutations
Bedrosian property Lacks Bedrosian property
One-sided spectrum Near one-sided spectrum

Special case of graph Hilbert Added insight into 1D signals
transform/graph analytic signal

Table 1: Key similarities and differences between conventional Hilbert transform/ analytic signal and pro-
posed graph Hilbert transform/analytic signal.

graph Hilbert transform/graph analytic signal in Table 1. The preliminary definitions

of the graph Hilbert transform, graph analytic signal and modulations were given and

some examples were reported in our conference article [57]. The remaining contribu-

tions, such as relevant mathematical properties, relation to Bedrosian theorem, edge

highlighting behavior and practical examples are added in this article.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Graph signal processing

Let x 2 RN be a real signal on the graph G = (V,A), where V and A 2 RN⇥N

denote the node set and the adjacency matrix, respectively. Then, the GFT of x is

defined as[7, 8]:

x̂ , [x̂(1), x̂(2), . . . , x̂(i), . . . , x̂(N)]> = V�1x,

where V denotes the matrix of generalized eigenvectors as columns (hereafter ref-

ered to simply as the eigenvectors) such that the Jordan decomposition of A is given

by A = VJV�1, and J is the matrix of Jordan blocks of the eigenvalues of A. In

the case when A is diagonalizable, J becomes the diagonal eigenvalue matrix J =

diag(�1,�2, · · · ,�N ). A periodic 1D signal may be viewed as a graph signal x with

5

Table 2.1: Key similarities and differences between conventional Hilbert transform/
analytic signal and proposed graph Hilbert transform/analytic signal.

Kotzagiannidis and Dragotti extended the notion of finite-rate-of-innovations to
circulant graphs [KD17a] and also considered splines and wavelets for circulant
graphs [KD17b].

2.1.2 Our contributions
1 In this chapter, we propose definitions for the Hilbert transform and analytic sig-
nal for real signals over graphs2. We show that a real graph signal with a real-valued
adjacency matrix may be represented using fewer number of GFT coefficients than
the signal length, akin to the ‘one-sided’ spectrum for 1D signals. We generalize
the Hilbert transform and analytic signal construction [Gab46] to graph signals by
using the conjugate-symmetry-like property of the GFT basis. We also show that
graph Hilbert transform and graph analytic signal inherit properties such as isom-
etry, phase-shifting, and orthogonality from their 1D counterparts. We discuss how
the graph Hilbert transform does not possess a Bedrosian-type property in general
unlike its conventional counterpart. As a natural consequence of the graph Hilbert
transform construction, we propose amplitude, phase, and frequency modulations
for graph signals. We illustrate the concepts with applications to synthesized and
real-world signals. Our experiments show that graph Hilbert transform can reveal
edge connections and presence of anomalies in many graphs of interest. As an appli-
caton of the graph amplitude and frequency modulations, we also demonstrate that
viewing the speech signal as a graph signal brings improves speaker classification
performance. We summarize the key similarities and differences between the con-
ventional Hilbert transform/analytic signal and our graph Hilbert transform/graph
analytic signal in Table 2.1.

1The codes related to this chapter may be found at
https://www.kth.se/ise/research/reproducibleresearch-1.433797.

2Part of this work has appeared in the Proceedings of the Sampling Theory and Applications
Conference, 2015 [VCH15c].
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2.2 Preliminaries

2.2.1 Graph signal processing
Let x ∈ RN be a real signal on the graph G = (V,A), where V and A ∈ RN×N
denote the node set and the adjacency matrix, respectively. Then, the GFT of x is
defined as [SM13a,SM14a]:

x̂ , [x̂(1), x̂(2), . . . , x̂(i), . . . , x̂(N)]> = V−1x,

where V denotes the matrix of generalized eigenvectors as columns (hereafter ref-
ered to simply as the eigenvectors) such that the Jordan decomposition of A is
given by A = VJV−1, and J is the matrix of Jordan blocks of the eigenvalues of
A. In the case when A is diagonalizable, J becomes the diagonal eigenvalue matrix
J = diag(λ1, λ2, · · · , λN ). A periodic 1D signal may be viewed as a graph signal x
with adjacency matrix

A = C ,


0 1 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
1 0 0 · · · 0

,

and the GFT coincides with the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [SM14c,Gra06].
The smoothness of a graph signal is often measured in terms of the following

mean-squared cost: MSg(x) = ‖x−Ax‖22
‖x‖22

. A graph signal with low MSg is smooth

over the graph: connected nodes have signal values close to each other, stronger
the edge, closer the values. A unit shift of x over the graph is defined as Ax,
generalizing unit delay for the 1D graphs.

A linear shift-invariant filter H on graph is defined as a polynomial h(·) of the
adjacency matrix, such that H =

∑L
l=0 hlAl = h(A), where hl ∈ R and L ≤ N .

Such a filter also follows the convolution property: the GFT coefficients of filtered
graph signal y = Hx are obtained by scaling the GFT coefficients of input x: ŷ =
h(J)x̂. Graph filters are used in spectral analysis and processing of graph signals and
have been applied in various applications [SM13a,SM14a,TV17b,SMMR16,ILSL17].

2.2.2 The conventional analytic signal
Let x̂(ω) denote the DFT of the real 1D signal x evaluated at frequency ω. Then, the
discrete analytic signal of x, denoted by xa,c, has the following frequency-domain
definition [OSB06,GOR69,Gab46]:

x̂a,c(ω) =


2x̂(ω), ω ∈

{
2π
N
, · · · , π − 2π

N

}
x̂(ω), ω ∈ {0, π}
0, ω ∈

{
π + 2π

N
, · · · , 2π(N−1)

N

}
.

(2.2.1)
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Taking the inverse DFT on both sides of (2.2.1), we get that xa,c = x+jxh,c, where
j =
√
−1 and xh,c is known as the discrete Hilbert transform of x [OSB06]. The

graph Hilbert transform has the following frequency-domain specification:

x̂h,c(ω) =


−jx̂(ω), ω ∈

{
2π
N
, · · · , π − 2π

N

}
x̂(ω), ω ∈ {0, π}
+jx̂(ω), ω ∈

{
π + 2π

N
, · · · , 2π(N−1)

N

}
.

(2.2.2)

2.3 Graph Analytic Signal

We next define an analytic signal for signals over graphs. In our analysis, we make
the following assumptions:

(1) A is real and asymmetric with atleast one conjugate-pair of eigenvalues.

(2) The Jordan (or eigen) decomposition of A is such that J has Jordan blocks
arranged in the ascending order of phase angle of the eigenvalues from 0 to
2π. If multiple eigenvalues with same phase angle occur, we order them in the
descending order of their magnitude.

We recall that the eigenvalues of a real-valued matrix, and the corresponding
eigenvectors or generalized eigenvectors are either real-valued or occur in complex-
conjugate pairs [HJ12]. Let K1 and K2 denote the number of real-valued positive
and negative eigenvalues including repeated eigenvalues of A, respectively, and
K = K1 +K2. Let us define the sets:

Γ1 = {1, · · · ,K1} (positive real eigenvalues),
Γ2 = {K1 + 1, · · · ,K1 + N−K

2 } (eigenvalues with phase angle in (0, π)),
Γ3 = {K1 + N−K

2 + 1, · · · , N+K
2 } (negative real eigenvalues),

Γ4 = {N+K
2 + 1, · · · , N} (eigenvalues with phase angle in (π, 2π)),

and denote the vector spaces spanned by the corresponding eigenvectors by V1,
V2, V3, and V4, respectively. For example, V1 is the space spanned by the eigen-
vectors related to Γ1. On ordering as per Assumption 2, we have that for every ith
eigenvector A such that i ∈ Γ2, there exists an eigenvector indexed by i ∈ Γ4 that
share a complex-conjugate relationship, that is,

vi = v∗i′ , i ∈ Γ2, i
′ ∈ Γ4.

In particular, for the case of all distinct eigenvalues, we have that

vi = v∗(N−i+K1+1), i ∈ Γ2.

Then, as a consequence of the complex-conjugate relationship, we have:

x̂(i) = x̂∗(i′), i ∈ Γ2, i
′ ∈ Γ4. (2.3.1)
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For real-valued A, N and K are always of the same parity (odd or even). In the
case of 1D signals, (2.3.1) reduces to the conjugate-symmetry property of the DFT
[OSB06]. Equation (2.3.1) indicates that a real graph signal can be represented
using θ GFT coefficients, where θ = |Γ1|+ |Γ2|+ |Γ3| = (N +K)/2, and |Γ| denotes
the cardinality of the set Γ. For K � N , θ ≈ N/2. We note that (2.3.1) holds
only if x is real, which means that a graph signal which does not satisfy (2.3.1) is
necessarily complex-valued. Motivated by (2.3.1) and conventional analytic signal
construction, we next define the graph analytic signal and graph Hilbert transform.

Definition 2.3.1. We define the graph analytic signal of x as xa = Vx̂a, where

x̂a(i) =


2x̂(i), i ∈ Γ2

x̂(i), i ∈ Γ1 ∪ Γ3

0, i ∈ Γ4

.

As a consequence of the ’one-sidedness’ of the GFT spectrum, we have that xa is
complex and hence, is expressible as xa = x + j xh. We define xh as the graph
Hilbert transform of x such that

jx̂h(i) =


+x̂(i), i ∈ Γ2

0, i ∈ Γ1 ∪ Γ3

−x̂(i), i ∈ Γ4

. (2.3.2)

On setting A = C, we observe that (2.3.2) reduces to the conventional Hilbert
transform/analytic signal definitions given by (2.2.1) and (2.2.2), that is, xa =
xa,c and xh = xh,c since the ith graph frequency is equal to ejωi where ωi ∈{

0, 2π
N , · · · , π

}
. This corresponds to Γ1 = {1}, Γ2 = {2, · · · , N/2− 1}, Γ3 = {N/2},

and Γ3 = {N/2+1, · · · , N−1} for even N . For odd N , this corresponds to Γ1 = {1},
Γ2 = {2, · · · , (N + 1)/2}, Γ3 = {}, and Γ4 = {(N + 1)/2 + 1, · · · , N − 1}.

As an illustration of the graph analytic signal construction, consider a graph
with an adjacency matrix with eigenvalues distributed according to Figure 2.2(a).
Let us consider a signal x having unit GFT magnitude for all the graph frequencies.
Then, graph Hilbert transform of x has the GFT spectrum shown in Figure 2.2(c)
since Γ1 = {1}, Γ2 = {2, 3, 4}, Γ3 = {5}, and Γ4 = {6, 7, 8}. The corresponding
graph analytic signal has the GFT spectrum shown in Figure 2.2(d).

2.3.1 One-sided spectrum of the graph analytic signal
The exact number of nonzero values in the graph analytic signal depends on the ad-
jacency matrix A. In the case when all the eigenvalues of A are complex (K = 0),
the number of non-zero coefficients in x̂a is exactly one half of the total result-
ing in a one-sided spectrum, that is, θ = N/2. We list the θ values for the 1D
graph and random graphs Table 2.2. For asymmetric matrices with entries drawn
from independently and identical distributed (IID) mean zero unit variance Gaus-
sian distribution N (0, 1), the fraction of real eigenvalues asymptotically tends to
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of graph analytic signal and graph Hilbert transform. (a)
Eigenvalues of A, (b) GFT of signal x, (c) GFT of jxh, and (d) GFT of xa. In this
case, Γ1 = {1}, Γ2 = {2, 3, 4}, Γ3 = {5}, and Γ4 = {6, 7, 8}.

zero [EKS94]. This was also shown to hold experimentally for matrices with in-
dependent and identically districuted entries from the uniform distribution over
[−1, 1]: U [−1, 1], and Bernoulli {−1, 1} entries [EKS94,TLW08]. We note here that
adjacency matrix with Bernoulli entries represents the Erdős Rényi model for small-
world graphs3. This implies that the corresponding graphs with adjacency matrices
drawn from these distributions asymptotically have one-sided graph analytic signal
spectrum. Since the Gaussian random matrix is a good approximation to general
random matrices in terms of spectral properties, one can conclude that, on an av-
erage, asymmetric matrices have mostly complex-valued eigenvalues . This in turn
indicates that most directed graphs have graph analytic signal with approximately
’one-sided’ spectrum.

3The Erdős Rényi model is a popular model for small-world random graphs [CH10].
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Graph Number of ✓
real eigenvalues

1D graph, odd N 1 N+1
2

1D graph, even N 2 N+2
2

Entries drawn N (0, 1) or
q

2N
⇡ (asymptotic N

2 +
q

N
2⇡

U [�1, 1]or Bernoulli {�1, 1} expected value)

Table 2: ✓ value for some graphs of interest.

3.2. Discussions on graph analytic signal and graph Hilbert transform

We next show that the graph Hilbert transform xh of a real graph signal x is real.

Since xh = Vx̂h, we have that

jxh =
P

i2�2
jx̂h(i)vi +

P
i2�4

jx̂h(i)vi =
P

i2�2
x̂(i)vi �

P
i2�4

x̂(i)vi (5)

=
P

i2�2
(x̂(i)vi � x̂⇤(i)v⇤

i ) = 2 j=
�P

i2�2
x̂(i)vi

�
,

where vi denotes the ith column of V, and =(a) denotes the imaginary part a. The third

equality in (5) follows because the eigenvectors indexed by �2 and �4 form complex

conjugates. Thus, jxh is purely imaginary which in turn means that x = <(xa), where

<(a) denotes the real part of a. We express (4) as

x̂h = Jhx̂, or xh , H{x} = VJhV
�1x, (6)

where Jh is the diagonal matrix with ith diagonal element:

Jh(i) =

8
>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

�j, i 2 �2

0, i 2 �1 [ �3.

+j, i 2 �4

(7)

Proposition 1. The graph Hilbert transform is a linear shift-invariant graph filtering

operation for diagonalizable graphs.

Proof. From (6), we have that xh = VJhV
�1x = Hx, where H = VJhV

�1. By

definition, graph filter H is linear and shift-invariant if for any graph filter of the form

11

Table 2.2: θ value for some graphs of interest.

2.3.2 Discussions on graph analytic signal and graph Hilbert
transform

We next show that the graph Hilbert transform xh of a real graph signal x is real.
Since xh = Vx̂h, we have that

jxh =
∑
i∈Γ2

jx̂h(i)vi +
∑
i∈Γ4

jx̂h(i)vi =
∑
i∈Γ2

x̂(i)vi −
∑
i∈Γ4

x̂(i)vi (2.3.3)
=
∑
i∈Γ2

(x̂(i)vi − x̂∗(i)v∗i ) = 2 j=
(∑

i∈Γ2
x̂(i)vi

)
,

where vi denotes the ith column of V, and =(a) denotes the imaginary part a.
The third equality in (2.3.3) follows because the eigenvectors indexed by Γ2 and Γ4
form complex conjugates. Thus, jxh is purely imaginary which in turn means that
x = <(xa), where <(a) denotes the real part of a. We express (2.3.2) as

x̂h = Jhx̂, or xh , H{x} = VJhV−1x, (2.3.4)

where Jh is the diagonal matrix with ith diagonal element:

Jh(i) =


−j, i ∈ Γ2

0, i ∈ Γ1 ∪ Γ3.

+j, i ∈ Γ4

(2.3.5)

Proposition 2.3.1. The graph Hilbert transform is a linear shift-invariant graph
filtering operation for diagonalizable graphs.

Proof. From (2.3.4), we have that xh = VJhV−1x = Hx, where H = VJhV−1.
By definition, graph filter H is linear and shift-invariant if for any graph filter
of the form M =

∑M
i=0miAi = m(A), M ≤ N we have HMx = MHx, which

in turn means that H should be a polynomial of M, or equivalently, of A. Since
A = VJV−1, we have that M = Vm(J)V−1. Let y denote the output of filter M
for the input x: y = Mx. Then, we have that ŷ , V−1y = V−1Mx = m(J)x̂.
Since x̂h = Jhx̂, we get that

ŷh = Jhŷ = Jhm(J) x̂ = m(J) Jh x̂ = m(J) x̂h, (2.3.6)
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where we use the commutativity of the diagonal matrices m(J) and Jh (J is a
diagonal because A is diagonalizable.) Taking inverse GFT on both sides of (2.3.6),
we get that yh , Hm(A)x = m(A)xh = m(A)Hx.

The graph Hilbert transform being a shift-invariant filter means that there ex-
ists a polynomial h(x) =

∑L
i=0 hix

i such that H = h(A). The coefficients are
evaluated by noting that H modifies the spectrum of the graph signal with con-
stant spectrum of unit amplitude as specified in (2.3.2). In other words, we solve
for his such that the ith component c(i) of the vector c = h(J)1N is given by

c(i) =


0, i ∈ Γ1 ∪ Γ3

−j, i ∈ Γ2

+j i ∈ Γ4.

. Since ci = h(λi) in the case of a diagonal J, his are

obtained by solving:

h0 + h1λi + · · ·+ hLλ
L
i = 0, i ∈ Γ1 ∪ Γ3

h0 + h1λi + · · ·+ hLλ
L
i = −j, i ∈ Γ2 (2.3.7)

h0 + h1λi + · · ·+ hLλ
L
i = +j, i ∈ Γ4.

The solution of (2.3.7) obtained by setting A = C and L = N is the impulse
response of the discrete Hilbert transform. In order to avoid ill-conditioning of
(2.3.7), L is usually restricted to be much less than N . In Figure 2.3, we show
the graph Hilbert transform computed using (2.3.7) for various values of L for
the 1D signal graph. We observe from Figure 2.3(d) that as L is decreased, the
spectrum of the graph Hilbert transform differs from the ideal case. This is because
the corresponding columns of each graph shift (Ai) are linearly independent and
restricting the number of taps restricts the dimension of the signal space.

2.3.3 Some properties of graph analytic signal/graph Hilbert
transform

Let A, I, and H denote the graph analytic signal, identity, and graph Hilbert
transform operators, respectively, such that xa = A{x}, xh = H{x} and A =
I + jH. For x = ηf + η∗f∗ such that f ∈ V2 ∪V4 and η ∈ C, we have the following
properties:

1. Graph-shift invariance: H{αAx} = αAH{x}, α ∈ C.

2. Superposition: For x1,x2 ∈ V2 ∪ V4 and α, β ∈ C, we have that H{αx1 +
βx2} = αH{x1}+ βH{x2}.
Proof: From (2.3.4), we have that for x = αx1 + βx2

H{x} = VJhV−1{x} = VJh{αV−1x1 + βV−1x2}
= VJh{αx̂1 + βx̂2} = V{αx̂1,h + βx̂2,h} = αH{x1}+ βH{x2},

where x̂1,h and x̂2,h denote the GFT of H{x1} and H{x2}, respectively.
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Figure 2.3: 1D signal graph (a) A, (b) Eigenvalues of A, (c) Signal and its graph
Hilbert transform computed using L = N and L = N/2, (d) GFT spectrum of
graph Hilbert transform.

3. Phase-shifting action4: For i ∈ Γ2 ∪ Γ4:

H{< (vi)} = = (vi) , and H{= (vi)} = −< (vi) . (2.3.8)

Proof: Consider i ∈ Γ2. Using the property 2, we have

H{2< (vi)} = H{vi + v∗i } = (jvi − jv∗i ) = 2= (vi)
H{2j= (vi)} = H{vi − v∗i } = (jvi + jv∗i ) = 2j< (vi) .

The proof for i ∈ Γ4 follows similarly. Equation (2.3.8) generalizes the quadra-
ture phase-shifting action of the discrete Hilbert transform Hc on sinusoids:

Hc{cos(ωin)} = Hc{<{vi}}(n) = sin(ωin) = ={vi}(n),
Hc{sin(ωin)} = Hc{={vi}}(n) = − cos(ωin) = −<{vi}(n),

4For simplicity, we use the same operator notation to denote the corresponding operation for
both the signal seen as a vector and as a function of the node. For example, H{cos(ωn)} denotes
the operator action directly on the function cos(ωn) evaluated at the nth node, whereas H{x}
denotes the vector that comes out of applying the graph Hilbert transform operation on the signal
x. In the case when x(n) = cos(ωn), we have H{x}(n) = H{cos(ωn)}.
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noting when A = C, vi = ej(ωin), where ωi = 2π(i−1)
N .

4. Inverse: H2 = −I or, H−1 = −H.
Proof : From (2.3.4), we have x̂h = Jhx̂. Hence, the GFT of H2{x} is given by

J2
hx̂. We have from (2.3.5) that J2

h(i) = Jh(i)Jh(i) =
{

j2 = −1, i ∈ Γ2 ∪ Γ4

0, i ∈ Γ1 ∪ Γ3
,

which shows that J2
hx̂ = −x̂ for x ∈ V2 ∪ V4. In other words, H2{x} =

−x which completes the proof.

5. Repeated operation: A2{x} = (I + jH)2{x} = 2A{x} and H4{x} = x. (Fol-
lows from Property 4).

6. Isometry: Since ∀i, |x̂h(i)| = |x̂(i)|, we have that ‖x̂h‖p = ‖x̂‖p, where ‖x̂‖p =
(
∑
i |x̂(i)|p)

1
p is the `p norm of x̂, p ≥ 1, assuming ‖x̂‖p < ∞, that is, x̂ ∈

`Np (C). In particular, ‖x̂h‖22 = ‖x̂‖22 = 1
2‖x̂a‖

2
2. If V is unitary, ‖xh‖22 =

‖x‖22 = 1
2‖xa‖

2
2.

7. Preservation of orthogonality: If V is unitary and x1, x2 are orthogonal,
〈x1,x2〉 = 0, then 〈Hx1,Hx2〉 = 0.
Proof: Since V−1 is unitary, 〈x̂1, x̂2〉 = 〈x1,x2〉. Then we have that

〈Hx1,Hx2〉 = 〈V−1Hx1,V−1Hx2〉 = 〈Jhx̂1,Jhx̂2〉 = 〈x̂1, x̂2〉 = 〈x1,x2〉 = 0.

Since A = I + jH, properties 1 and 2 are also satisfied by A. Properties 1 to 7
do not hold if x has contribution from the subspaces V1 or V3 as H{x} = 0 for
x ∈ V1 ∪ V3. We note here that the ’one-sidedness’ and other properties of the
graph analytic signal/graph Hilbert transform of a real signal x are decided entirely
by the adjacency matrix A of the underlying graph. A real signal x may have a
graph analytic signal xa with a larger number of nonzero GFT coefficients in one
graph than in another graph.

2.3.4 On the graph Hilbert transform and the Bedrosian
property

We show a limitation of the graph Hilbert transform in this section. One of the
important properties possessed by the conventional Hilbert transform (and its frac-
tional versions [VS14b]) is that it obeys the Bedrosian property, that is, if f and g
are two signals with disjoint Fourier spectra (DFT or discrete-time FT, such that f
is low-pass and g is high-pass, then we have that the Hilbert transform Hc satisfies

Hc{f(n)g(n)} = f(n)Hc{g(n)}. ∀n

As we show through experiments next, the graph Hilbert transform of a general
graph does not possess the Bedrosian property. In our opinion, there are two impor-
tant factors for this limitation. First, the point-wise product in the node domain
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does not correspond to a graph-frequency domain convolution (no definition for
frequency domain convolution for graphs exists currently). Second, unlike the 1D
case where the DFT basis is functionally related to the frequency (as the entries of
the ith DFT column are given by complex exponentiation of the ith frequency to
different powers), the GFT of a general graph usually is not related to its eigenval-
ues through analytical expressions. We demonstrate this by considering the jittered

1D signal modeled as a graph signal with A =


0 w1 0 · · · 0
0 0 w2 · · · 0
...

...
...

...
wN 0 0 · · · 0

, where wi

denotes the spacing between the ith and (i+ 1)th samples. For uniformly sampled
1D signal, wi = 1 for all i. From the Bedrosian property we have that

Hc{cos(ωin) cos(ωjn)} = cos(ωin) sin(ωjn), for ωj > ωi

which when expressed in terms of the corresponding DFT (GFT) vectors vi(n) =
ejωin becomes

H{< (vi) · < (vj)} = < (vi) · = (vj) , (2.3.9)

where f · g denotes the vector obtained by component-wise products of f and g.
We test the validity of the Bedrosian property by computing the graph Hilbert
transform of the signal < (vi) · < (vj) where i and j correspond to the low and
high frequency GFT basis vectors, respectively (Here we use the frequency-ordering
proposed in [SM13a] based on MSg ‖x − Ax‖2). We compare the graph Hilbert
transform of < (vi) · < (vj) with < (vi) · = (vj). We consider the low-jitter case
wi = 1 + di, dis drawn independently from the Gaussian distribution N (0, 0.01).
Repeating the experiment multiple times, we observe that the left and right hand
sides of (2.3.9) almost never coincide. In Figure 2.4, we consider a particular real-
ization for x = < (v3) · < (v57), where N = 100. We observe that the graph Hilbert
transform does not coincide with either < (v3) · = (v57) or = (v3) · < (v57). This
shows that the graph Hilbert transform does not possess a Bedrosian property even
for graphs approximately similar to the 1D graph.

2.4 The Graph analytic signal and Modulation Analysis

The concept of analytic signal is used extensively in the demodulation of amplitude-
modulated frequency-modulated signals [Boa92,Vak98,MKQ93,SH98,VS14a]. Mod-
ulation analysis decomposes a signal into two components: one varying smoothly,
capturing the average information in the signal (referred to as the AM), and the
second, capturing the finer variations (referred to as the phase or frequency mod-
ulation (PM or FM)). Most demodulation techniques involve the construction of
the analytic signal, implicitly or explicitly. Motivated by 1D modulation defini-
tions [Boa92,Vak98], we next propose AM and PM for graph signals:
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Figure 2.4: Graph Hilbert transform of a signal for the jittered 1D signal graph
x = < (f1) · < (f2), where f1 = v3 (MSg = 0.092) and f2 = v57 (MSg = 0.521). (a)
Signal, (b) H{x} and < (f1) · < (f2), and (c) H{x} and < (f2) · < (f1).

Definition 2.4.1. The AM Ax,V and PM φx,V of a graph signal x are defined as
the magnitude and phase angle of the graph analytic signal, respectively:

Ax,V(i) = |xa(i)| , ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N}
φx,V(i) = arg(xa(i)), (2.4.1)

where arg(·) denotes the 4-quadrant arctangent function which takes values in the
range (−π, π].

For A = C, (2.4.1) reduces to 1D AM and PM definitions. This is because
setting A = C results in the graph analytic signal to coincide with the conventional
analytic signal as we have discussed in Section 2.3. This in turn implies that the
amplitude and phase of the graph analytic signal also coincide with the conventional
definitions. We hereafter refer to Ax,V as the graph AM and φx,V as the graph PM.
We next discuss computing frequency-modulation for the graph signal.

Definition 2.4.2 (Frequency modulation). The frequency modulation (FM) of a
graph signal x is defined as ωx,V = φux,V−Aφux,V , where φux,V denotes the unwrapped
phase of the graph analytic signal.

The unwrapped phase φux,V is obtained by performing one-dimensional conven-
tional phase-unwrapping on φx,V [OSB06,BHDH97,Tri77]. The frequency modula-
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Figure 2.5: Speech signal, female utterance of the word ’Head’, sampled at 16 kHz,
taken from the NTVD database [Ass]. (a) AM, and (b) FM for P = 8.

tion definition generalizes the backward-difference operator used to compute con-
ventional FM for 1D signals [OSB06] defined as the derivative of the phase angle
of the analytic signal. The phase-unwrapping operation is performed since arg(·)
function returns phase values wrapped in the range (−π, π] [VS12,OSB06,Tri77].
We assume that A is normalized such that |λ|max = 1. In order to visualize the pro-
posed graph AM and graph FM, we consider speech signal viewed as a graph signal
using the linear prediction coefficients as proposed in [VCH15b]. For each speech
frame, we construct A by connecting every sample to its preceding P samples with
edge-weights equal to the corresponding P th-order linear prediction coefficients. We
plot the obtained graph AM and graph FM in Figure 2.5. We also include the 1D
AM and FM for comparison. We observe that the graph FM is smoother than 1D
FM, and the graph AM and 1D AM nearly coincide. Such a smoothing behaviour
could be explained partly due the fact that the graph now has more edges per node,
in comparison to the 1D-graph which has only one edge. The larger number of node
connections perhaps results in a smoothing effect. However, we note that it may
not possible to make further general claims in this regard.

2.5 Experiments

We next illustrate the applications of the proposed concepts on few synthesized and
real-world signal examples.

2.5.1 Graph Hilbert transform and highlighting of
singularities/anomalies

We consider first experiments that demonstrate the edge-highligting behaviour of
the graph Hilbert transform in simulated small-world graphs and 2D-image graphs.
The conventional Hilbert transform has been shown to be useful for highlighting
singularities in 1D/2D signals [LMZ96,VS14b]. This is a consequence of the func-
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Figure 2.6: Anomaly highlighting behavior of the graph Hilbert transform for 2D
signal graph. (a) A, (b) signal, and (c) graph Hilbert transform.

tional form of impulse response of the Hilbert transform. Since the graph Hilbert
transform generalizes the discrete Hilbert transform, our hypothesis is that the
graph Hilbert transform also highlights singularities. We have already seen how the
conventional 1D-Hilbert transform, as a special case of the graph Hilbert transform
when A = C, highlights edges or anomalies (cf. Figure 2.3). We next consider a
40× 40 2D signal or image signal. The image is a section of the coins image taken
from the MATLAB library. Since there is no unique directed graph for an image
signal, we define the graph as an extension from the 1D-setting, that is, we consider
that jth pixel in ith row to be connected to the (j + 1)th pixel in the same row
and to the jth pixel in the (i + 1)th row. The corresponding graph then has the
adjacency matrix A = C⊗C as shown in Figure 2.6(a). The image signal and its
graph Hilbert transform (reshaped as an image) are shown in Figures 2.6(b) and
2.6(c), respectively. We observe that the graph Hilbert transform specialized to the
2D signal case exhibits edge highlighting behavior. We note here that connecting
the pixels differently leads to alternative directed graphs, and we find in our ex-
periments that the corresponding graph Hilbert transforms also highlight edges.
However, all these cases are not reported here to avoid repetition.

We next consider a synthesized social network graph consisting of 10 commu-
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nities with 6 member nodes each. The nodes within each community are strongly
connected in addition to having inter-community edges. The intra-community edge-
weights are drawn from the uniform distribution over [0, 1], and the inter-community
edge-weights are drawn from uniform distribution over [0, 0.5], and randomly placed
across nodes from different communities (Note that the resulting graph is highly
assymmetric). Graphs with real edge weights have been extensively employed in an-
alyzing data occuring in many practical applications such as road traffic analysis,
brain connectivity [SNF+13b]. We consider the case of weighted random graphs to
demonstrate the potential of our concepts to such application areas. We normalize
A have |λ|max = 1. The nodes are labelled to correspond to the row index of the
adjacency matrix. We consider two different cases, one with few inter-community
edges (1% of the total number of possible edges in the graph) and the other with
denser edges (10% percent of the total edges possible in the graph). For each case,
we compute the graph Hilbert transform using (2.3.2) for the graph signal which
is zero everywhere except at nodes 18 to 23 (which lie in communities 3 and 4)
being active. By intuition, we expect all the nodes connected to these nodes which
have value zero (thus making a singularity or anomaly) to be highlighted by the
graph Hilbert transform. We observe from Figure 2.7(c) that this is indeed the
case. The graph Hilbert transform takes large values at nodes 15 and 16 since they
are strongly connected to node 18 (cf. Figures 2.7(a)-(c)). Similarly, presence of
strong edge between nodes 18 to 50 results in node 50 being highlighted by the
graph Hilbert transform. Similar arguments can be made for nodes 2, 3, and 55,
all of which are highlighted by the graph Hilbert transform. We also note that the
extent to which a node is highlighted also varies with the strength of the connect-
ing edge. In the case of dense inter-community edges, we observe that the graph
Hilbert transform highlights a large number of nodes since the nodes from 18 to 23
are connected to many nodes (cf. Figures 2.7(b)-(d)). In Figure 2.8, we consider
an unweighted community graph with very few inter community edges. The graph
consists of 5 communities of 10 nodes each. Each 10-node community subgraph is
randomly generated from the Erdős Rényi model with an edge probability p = 0.5.
The communities are then connected with very few links also generated randomly.
The resulting adjacency matrix is shown in Figure 2.8(a). We consider the signal
to be all ones corresponding to nodes of community 3. In the present example,
community 3 has only one outgoing edge from community 3 (from node 26 to node
38), highlighted by the circle in Figure 2.8(a). We observe that the graph Hilbert
transform highlights both nodes 38 and 26, as expected, in addition to highlighting
the subset of nodes of community 3.

Our experiments suggest that the graph Hilbert transform could be potentially
used in anomaly/edge detection in graphs, particularly because not only the pres-
ence but also the location of the anomaly is highlighted.
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Figure 2.7: Anomaly highlighting behavior of the graph Hilbert transform for a com-
munity graph. (a) A and (c) Graph Hilbert transform for sparse inter-community
connections. (b) A and (d) graph Hilbert transform for dense inter-community
connections.

2.5.2 Male-female voice classification using graph AM and FM

We consider the speech signal as a signal over a graph. Our hypothesis is that
viewing the speech signal as a graph signal provides additional information that
could help improve the speaker recognition performance. In order to test our hy-
pothesis, we construct a speech graph from learning set data consisting of speech
samples from two speakers. We then compute the conventional AM and FM, and
the graph AM and FM and use them features for classification. We use two-layer
neural network classifiers trained from data distinct from test and learning data.
Let X1 = [x1,1, · · · ,x1,n] and X2 = [x2,1, · · · ,x2,n] denote the speech sample ma-
trices from two speakers S1 and S2 such that xi,j ∈ RN denotes the jth frame
of speech samples from ith speaker. The speech frames are taken from different
sentences uttered by the speakers (one male and other female) from the CMU Arc-
tic Database [KBV03]. We choose a frame-length of N = 50 and total number of
frames 4000 (where n = 2000) such that Xl = [X1 X2]. We compute the adjacency
matrix by solving the following optimization problem:

A∗ = arg min
A
‖Xl −AXl‖22
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Figure 2.8: Anomaly highlighting behavior of the graph Hilbert transform for un-
weighted community graph. (a) A and (b) graph Hilbert transform.

subject to diag(A) = 0, A1 = 1, AT1 = 1. (2.5.1)

We use the constraints A1 = 1, AT1 = 1 to avoid ill-conditioning in case of in-
sufficient learning data. In Figure 2.9, we plot the adjacency matrix obtained from
(2.5.1). We consider three different classifiers:
Classifier 1: The classifier uses magnitudes of the DFT coefficients of 1D AM and
FM as feature vectors. The feature vector has length 100.
Classifier 2: The classifier uses the magnitudes of the GFT of the graph AM and
FM as feature vectors, where the GFT is obtained from the eigen-decomposition of
A∗. The feature vector has length 100.
Classifier 3: The classifier uses the magnitudes of the DFT coefficients of 1D AM
and FM, concatenated with magnitudes of the GFT of the graph AM and FM as
feature vectors. The length of the feature vector is equal to 200.

The classifiers are trained using the features from training data Xtr and tested
on Xtest, both data sets being different from Xl used in computing the adjacency
matrix. The composite dataset [XtrXtest] consists of 5× 104 samples of which 60%
is Xtr and the rest in Xtest. The classifier performance is computed for different
number of sigmoidal neurons in the hidden layer. The performance is averaged over
50 runs where the training and test data are randomly partitioned. We observe
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Figure 2.9: Graph learnt from speech samples. (a) A, (b) eigenvalues of A, (c) first
four rows of A, and (d) first four columns of A.

from Table 2.3 that Classifier 3 outperforms the other classifiers with a classifica-
tion improvement of up to 2% in comparison with the DFT-based classifier. We
also observe that the performance of the neural classifier saturates after 5 hidden
neurons. This shows that the proposed graph amplitude and frequency modula-
tions improve speaker classification performance, and that viewing speech as a
graph signal indeed provides complementary information. We mention that clas-
sification performance depends on many factors related to feature design, such
as a graph learning approach used, length of speech frame and its preprocess-
ing, for example, windowing. In principle, more sophisticated graph learning ap-
proaches [SJ10,DTFV15,DTFV16,EPO17,SSMM17a] and signal processing based
preprocessing may be employed for further improvement in performance.

2.6 Discussions and Conclusions

We proposed definitions for the analytic signal and Hilbert transform of real graph
signals over directed graphs. We showed that graph Hilbert transform and graph
analytic signal are linear and shift-invariant over graphs, and that they inherit
many properties, and in particular anomaly/singularity highlighting property for
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Number of Classifier 1 Classifier 2 Classifier 3
hidden neurons (DFT) (GFT) (DFT+GFT)

1 69.4 59.6 69.6
5 70.8 59.7 72.6

10 71.0 59.3 72.2

Table 3: Classification accuracy (in percentage) obtained over 50 runs of the neural network.
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Table 2.3: Classification accuracy (in percentage) obtained over 50 runs of the neural
network.

some graphs of interest. We also demonstrated through a numerical example that
the graph Hilbert transform does not inherit the Bedrosian property in general.
Using the graph analytic signal, we defined amplitude, phase, and frequency modu-
lations for graph signals. In order to illustrate the proposed notions, we considered
their application to synthesized and real-world signal examples. We observed in
the context of speaker recognition that viewing the speech signal as a graph signal
resulted in improved classification performance. This is because the graph signal
model captures signal correlation across all samples in a speech frame, unlike the 1D
graph which considers only the preceding sample. The ability of the graph Hilbert
transform to highlight edge/singularities/anomalies could be potentially employed
in analyzing scenarios such as malfunctioning in power grids, spread of disease or
epidemics, identifying activity sources in the brain, and traffic bottlenecks over
transportation networks, and study of outliers in social network trends. We note
that applications chosen in this chapter serve the purpose of illustrating the pro-
posed concepts and are by no means exhaustive. As with 1D modulation analysis,
the utility varies across applications and can only be revealed by detailed analysis
on various datasets.



Chapter 3

Kernel Regression for Signals over
Graphs

3.1 Introduction

Graph signal processing has emerged recently as a promising area where graph-
structural information is used for analysis of vector signals [SNF+13b,SM13a]. The
area has a high relevance in many applications that deal with data over networks
or graphs. Several traditional signal processing and machine learning methods have
been extended to a graph setting. In this paper, we develop an extension of a
standard kernel regression method for a graph signal setting. In the next two sub-
sections we provide literature review and our contributions in the context of existing
methods.

3.1.1 Literature review

Extension of traditional signal processing methods to graph settings include many
conventional spectral analysis concepts such as the windowed Fourier transforms, fil-
terbanks, multiresolution analysis, and wavelets, [SM13a,SM14a,SM14c,SNF+13b,
SRV12,NO10,NO12,NO13,CM06,GGE+05,HVG11,WDB06,SRV16c,SFV16,TV17a,
TV17b,VCH15c,VCH16]. Spectral clustering approaches based on graph signal fil-
tering have been proposed recently [TPB+16, TB15]. A number of graph-aware
sampling schemes have also been developed [CVSK15b,GMMR16,CL16,CVSK16b,
MSLR16,ND15,TBL16,AGO16]. This also includes principal component analysis
(PCA) techniques for graph signals [SKB+15, SPK+16] and dictionary learning
approaches [TDF14,TF15a,TF15b,TSF14,YE16]. Statistical analysis of graph sig-
nals particularly with respect to stationarity have also been investigated [Gir15a,
SMLR16,PV16,GGF15,Gir15b]. Berger et al. [BHM17] and Chen et al. [CSMK15a]
considered signal recovery on graphs based on total-variation minimization formu-
lated as a convex optimization problem. Narang et al. [NGO13] proposed a tech-
nique for interpolation of graph signals from partially observed samples for class of
bandlimited signals. Wang et al. [WWG15] considered a distributed reconstruction

29
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of time-varying bandlimited graph signals. Lorenzo et al. [LBBS16] proposed a least
mean squares approach for adaptive estimation and tracking of bandlimited graph
signals. Several approaches have been proposed for learning underlying graphs from
data [DTFV16,HCS+13,DKS09,LV11,LRG+13].

In the gamut of machine learning, kernel regression constitutes one of the funda-
mental building blocks for supervised and semi-supervised learning strategies, be it
for simple regression tasks or more advanced settings. Kernel regression is the basis
of support vector machines [CV95], Gaussian processes [See04], and further used in
deep neural networks [LYH15,CS09] and extreme learning machines [Hua14,ITP15].

Kernel regression for graph settings have been investigated for labeling/coloring
of graph nodes and graph clustering [KL02,SK03,BMN04a,BMN04b,AHP05,BNS06,
ZLK+15,KTPT15]. They deal with binary valued signals or data over the nodes.
Kernel regression has been employed in deblurring images subject to a graph con-
straint on the intensities of pixels of the deblurred image [TFM08]. Kernel regres-
sion was recently used in object saliency detection and spatial attention modeling
wherein the kernel matrix was simultaneously used to define a Laplacian matrix to
recover smooth images [DMY+17]. These prior graph-based approaches incorporate
a graph-Laplacian based regularization by defining a graph between the various ob-
servations/datapoints and are concerned with output/target which is scalar valued
such as node label or pixel intensity.

Kernel-based reconstruction strategies for graph signals were proposed recently
by Romero et al. in the framework of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces [RMG17,
RMG16]. Using the notion of joint space-time graphs, Romero et al. have also pro-
posed kernel based reconstruction of graph signals and an extension of the Kalman
filter for kernel-based learning [IRG16, RIG16]. Kernel regression combined with
diffusion wavelets have been employed in mandible growth modeling in CT im-
ages [CQSV15]. Recently, Shen et al. used kernels in structural equation models for
identification of network topologies from graph signals [SBG17a]. The prior works
of [RMG17,RMG16,IRG16,RIG16] use kernels across nodes of a graph, while con-
sidering an input is lying over a subset of the nodes of the graph. In these prior
works, the setting is that all observed inputs and all outputs to be predicted are
lying jointly over a graph. This setting requires a very large graph and may not
provide a scalable solution when we have a large number of inputs and outputs.
Further, this setting naturally requires that input and output variables are of same
physical quantities. For example, we observe temperature of some cities from a
set of cities and the task is to predict temperature at remaining cities in the set.
Therefore this setting has a limitation for the applications where observed input is
a fundamentally different physical quantity than the output to be predicted. For
example, consider a scenario where we observe air pressure of several cities in a
country as the input variable and the task is to predict temperature of those cities.

3.1.2 Our contributions vis-a-vis existing works

Our proposed kernel regression method can handle application scenarios such as
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one where we observe air pressure of cities and need to predict temperature of
those cities - which means input and output are two different physical quantities.
This is possible as we treat the input variables without any graph constraint, or
in other words, as agnostic to any graph. The output to be predicted is a vector
lying over a graph. In our approach, we directly extend a standard kernel regres-
sion where kernels are used between a pair of observations. We do not use kernels
between nodes of the underlying graph. Therefore our kernel is not necessarily de-
fined by the underlying graph unlike the prior works [RMG17], where the kernel is
an explicit function of graph adjacency matrix. This gives us flexibility to choose
any appropriate kernel. In several applications where input is lying over a graph,
our experiments show that our method performs better than those methods which
exploit graph structure for input. In experiments where both the input and output
are nodes of the same graph carrying the same physical quantities, our approach
performs reasonably well even when the relative number of nodes observed to the
total number of nodes is 50% or lesser.

The success of our method can be attributed to a standard machine learning
concept where a set of training data is used to learn a regression model and then
the trained model is used to make predictions on test data. The prediction at
each test datapoint is made independently from other test datapoints, and are
based on kernels between the training datapoints and the relevant test datapoint
(not all test datapoints). In contrast the prior works involving kernel and graph
signals [RMG17,RIG16], estimation of graph signal value at even one of the nodes
involves the computation of the entire kernel matrix of all nodes over the graph,
and not just over the input nodes. In other words, they employ the entire kernel
matrix across all the available training and test datapoints and do not treat a
relevant test datapoint independently with respect to other test datapoints. This
is true even when for cases where we predict a subset of the unobserved nodes or
test datapoints.

Further, independent treatment of test datapoints allows us to use the proposed
regression method for any number of test datapoints in future. We do not need to
specify the number of test datapoints in the beginning. Therefore the proposed
method scales well with large amount of test datapoints as well as extending to a
dynamic tracking setup, such as Gaussian process model [?]. On the other hand,
the works of [RMG17, RMG16, IRG16, RIG16] can only handle a number of test
datapoints specified beforehand.

3.1.3 Signal processing over graphs

We next briefly review the concepts from graph signal processing. Let G = (V, E ,A)
denote a graph with M nodes indexed by the vertex set V = {1, · · · ,M}. Let E
and A denote the edge set containing pairs of nodes, and the weighted adjacency
matrix, respectively. The (i, j)th entry of the adjacency matrix A(i, j) denotes the
strength of the edge between the ith and jth nodes. There exists an edge between
ith and jth nodes if A(i, j) > 0 and the edge pair (i, j) ∈ E ⇐⇒ A(i, j) 6= 0. In
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our analysis, we consider only undirected graphs with symmetric edge-weights or
A = A>. The graph-Laplacian matrix L of G is defined as

L = D−A,

where D is the diagonal degree matrix with ith diagonal element given by the sum
of the elements in the ith row of A. A vector x = [x(1)x(2) · · ·x(M)]> ∈ RM is
said to be a graph signal if x(i) denotes the value of the signal at the ith node of
G. The quadratic form of x with L is given by

x>Lx =
∑

(i,j)∈E

A(i, j)(x(i)− x(j))2.

We observe that x>Lx is minimized when the signal x takes the same value across
all connected nodes, which agrees with the intuitive concept of a smooth signal.
In general, a graph signal is said to be smooth or a low-frequency signal if it has
similar values across connected nodes in a graph, and is said to be a high-frequency
signal if it has dissimilar values across connected nodes, x>Lx being the measure
of similarity. This motivates the use of x>Lx as a constraint in applications where
either the signal x or the graph-Laplacian L is to be estimated [DTFV14,HCS+13].
The eigenvectors of L are referred to as the graph Fourier transform basis for G, and
the corresponding eigenvalues are referred to as the graph frequencies. The smaller
eigenvalues (the smallest being zero by construction) are referred to as low frequen-
cies since the corresponding eigenvectors result in small values of the quadratic
form of L, and vary smoothly over the nodes. Similarly, the larger eigenvalues are
referred to as the high frequencies. Then, a smooth graph signal is one which has
GFT coefficients predominantly in the low graph frequencies.

3.2 Kernel Regression over Graphs

3.2.1 Linear basis model for regression over graphs
Let {xn}Nn=1 denote the set of N input observations. Each xn is paired with target
tn ∈ RM . Our goal is to model the target tn with yn given by:

yn = W>φφφ(xn), (3.2.1)

where φφφ(xn) ∈ RK is a function of xn and W ∈ RK×M denotes the regression
coefficient matrix. Equation (3.2.1) is referred to as linear basis model for regression,
often shortened to linear regression (cf. Chapters 3 and 6 in [Bis06]). For brevity,
we herafter follow this shortened nomenclature and refer to the outcome of using
(3.2.1) as linear regression. Our central assumption is that target yn is a smooth
signal over an underlying graph G with M nodes. We learn the optimal parameter
matrix W by minimizing the following cost function:

C(W) =
N∑
n=1
‖tn − yn‖22 + αtr(W>W) + β

N∑
n=1

y>nLyn, (3.2.2)
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C(W) =
∑
n

‖tn −W>φφφ(xn)‖22 + α tr(W>W) + β
∑
n

φφφ(xn)>WLW>φφφ(xn)

=
∑
n

‖tn‖22 − 2 tr
(∑

n

φφφ(xn)>Wtn

)
+ tr

(∑
n

φφφ(xn)>WW>φφφ(xn)
)

+ α tr(W>W) + β tr
(∑

n

φφφ(xn)>WLW>φφφ(xn)
)

=
∑
n

‖tn‖22 − 2 tr
(∑

n

tnφφφ(xn)>W
)

+ tr
(

WW>
∑
n

φφφ(xn)φφφ(xn)>
)

+ α tr(W>W) + β tr
(

WLW>
∑
n

φφφ(xn)φφφ(xn)>
)

=
∑
n

‖tn‖22 − 2 tr
(
T>ΦW

)
+ tr(W>Φ>ΦW)

+ α tr(W>W) + β tr
(
W>Φ>ΦWL

)
.

where regularization coefficients α, β ≥ 0, tr(·) denotes the trace operator, and ‖x‖2
the `2 norm of x. The cost in (4.1.1) is convex in W, since L is positive semidefinite
on virtue of it being the graph-Laplacian matrix. The choice of α, β depends on the
problem, and in our analysis we compute these parameters through crossvalidation.
The penalty tr(W>W) = ‖W‖2F ensures that W remains bounded. The penalty
or regularization y>nLyn enforces yn to be smooth over G. We define matrices T,
Y and Φ as follows:

T = [t1 t2 · · · tN ]> ∈ RN×M ,
Y = [y1 y2 · · ·yN ]> ∈ RN×M ,
Φ = [φφφ(x1) φφφ(x2) · · · φφφ(xN )]> ∈ RN×K .

(3.2.3)

Using (3.2.1) and (3.2.3), the cost function (4.1.1) is expressible as (3.2.4) where
we use properties of the matrix trace operation. Since the cost function is quadratic
in W, we get the optimal and unique solution by setting the gradient of C with
respect to W equal to zero. Using the following matrix derivative relations

∂

∂W tr (M1W) = M>
1 ,

∂

∂W tr
(
W>M1WM2

)
= M>

1 WM>
2 + M1WM2,

where M1 and M2 are matrices, and setting ∂C
∂W = 0 we get that

−Φ>T + Φ>ΦW + αW + βΦ>ΦWL = 0,
or,

(
Φ>Φ + αIK

)
W + βΦ>ΦWL = Φ>T.

(3.2.4)
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On vectorizing both sides of (3.2.4), we have that

vec(Φ>T)=
[
(IM⊗(Φ>Φ+αIK))+(βL⊗Φ>Φ)

]
vec(W),

where vec(·) denotes the standard vectorization operator and ⊗ denotes the Kro-
necker product operation [Loa00]. Then, the optimal W denoted by

?

W follows the
relation:

vec(
?

W)=
[
(IM⊗(Φ>Φ+αIK))+(βL⊗Φ>Φ)

]−1 vec(Φ>T).

The predicted target for a new input x is then given by

?
t =

?

W
>
φφφ(x). (3.2.5)

From (3.2.5), it appears that the proposed target prediction approach requires
the explicit knowledge about the function φφφ(·). We next show that using the ‘kernel
trick’ this explicit requirement of φφφ(·) is circumvented and that the target prediction
may be done using only the knowledge of inner products φφφ(xm)>φφφ(xn), ∀m,n, in
other words, using the matrix ΦΦ>. Towards this end, we next discuss a dual
representation of the cost in (4.1.1). We hereafter refer to (3.2.5) as the output of
linear regression over graphs (LRG).

3.2.2 Dual representation of cost using kernel trick
We now use the substitution W = Φ>Ψ and express the cost function in terms
of the parameter Ψ ∈ RN×M . This substitution is motivated by observing that on
rearranging the terms in (3.2.4), we get that

W = Φ>ΨΨΨ,

where ΨΨΨ =
[ 1
α (T− βΦWL−Φ)

]
. On substituting W = Φ>Ψ in (3.2.4), where

ΨΨΨ becomes the dual parameter matrix that we wish to learn, and omitting terms
that do not depend on W we get that

C(Ψ) =− 2tr
(
TTΦΦ>Ψ

)
+ tr

(
Ψ>ΦΦ>ΦΦ>Ψ

)
+ α tr(Ψ>ΦΦ>Ψ) + β tr

(
Ψ>ΦΦ>ΦΦ>ΨL

)
=− 2tr

(
T>KΨ

)
+ tr

(
Ψ>KKΨ

)
+ α tr(Ψ>KΨ) + β tr

(
Ψ>KKΨL

)
, (3.2.6)

where K = ΦΦ> ∈ RN×N denotes the kernel matrix for the training samples such
that its (m,n)th entry is given by

km,n = φφφ(xm)Tφφφ(xn).
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(3.2.6) is referred to as a dual representation of (3.2.4) in kernel regression literature
(cf. Chapter 6 of [Bis06]). Taking the derivative of C(Ψ) with respect to Ψ and
setting it to zero, we get that

(IM ⊗ (K + αIN ))vec(Ψ) + (βL⊗K)vec(Ψ) = vec(T), or
[(IM ⊗ (K + αIN )) + (βL⊗K)] vec(Ψ) = vec(T), or
vec(Ψ) = [(IM ⊗ (K + αIN )) + (βL⊗K)]−1 vec(T).

We define the matrices
B = (IM ⊗ (K + αIN )),
C = (βL⊗K).

(3.2.7)

Then, we have that

vec(Ψ) = (B + C)−1 vec(T). (3.2.8)

Once ΨΨΨ is computed, the kernel regression output for a new test input x is given
by

y = W>φφφ(x) = Ψ>Φφφφ(x)
= Ψ>k(x)

=
(
mat

(
(B + C)−1 vec(T)

))>
k(x),

(3.2.9)

where k(x) = [k1(x), k2(x), · · · , kN (x)]> and kn(x) = φφφ(xn)>φφφ(x). Here mat(·)
denotes the reshaping operation of an argument vector into an appropriate matrix
of size N ×M by concatenating subsequent N length sections as columns. We refer
to (3.2.9) as the output of method named kernel regression over graphs (KRG).

In general, a variety of valid kernel functions may be employed in kernel regres-
sion. Any kernel function k(x,x′) is a valid kernel as long as it can be expressed
in the form k(x,x′) = φφφ(x)Tφφφ(x′) the associated kernel matrix K is positive semi-
definite for all observation sizes [Bis06]. Gaussian kernel is popular and we use in
our experiments later. We note that KRG is a generalization over the conventional
kernel regression which does not use any knowledge of the underlying graph struc-
ture. On setting β = 0, the KRG output (3.2.9) reduces to the conventional KR
output as follows

y =
(
mat

(
(B + C)−1 vec(T)

))>
k(x)

=
(
mat

(
(B)−1 vec(T)

))>
k(x)

=
(
mat

(
(IM ⊗ (K + αIN ))−1 vec(T)

))>
k(x)

=
(
mat

(
(I−1
M ⊗ (K + αIN )−1)vec(T)

))> k(x)

=
(
(K + αIN )−1T

)> k(x)
= T>(K + αIN )−1k(x), (3.2.10)
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where we have used the Kronecker product equality: vec((K +αIN )−1T) = (I−1
M ⊗

(K + αIN )−1)vec(T). Further, we note that KRG reduces to LRG on setting K =
ΦΦ>.

3.2.3 Interpretation of KRG – a smoothing effect
We next discuss how the output of KRG for training input is smooth across the
training samples {1, · · · , N} and over the M nodes of the graph. Before proceeding
with KRG, we review a similar property exhibited by the KR output [RW05]. Using
(3.2.10) and concatenating KR outputs for the N training samples, we get that

[y1 y2 . . . yN ] = T>(K + αIN )−1[k(x1) k(x2) . . .k(xN )]
or, Y = K(K + αIN )−1T,

where we use K = [k(x1) k(x2) . . .k(xN )]. Assuming K is diagonalizable, let
K = UJKUT , where JK and U denote the eigenvalue and eigenvector matri-
ces of K, respectively. Then, the values of mth (m ∈ {1, · · · , ,M}) component of y
collected over all time instances ỹ(m) = [y1(m), y2(m), · · · , yN (m)]>, given by the
mth column of Y is equal to

ỹ(m) =
N∑
i=1

θi
θi + α

[u>i t̃(m)]ui,

where θi and ui denote the ith eigenvalue and eigenvector of K, respectively, and
t̃(m) denotes vector containing the mth component of the target vector for all
training samples (mth column of T). Thus, we observe that the KR output per-
forms a shrinkage of t̃(m) along various eigenvector directions wi for each m. The
contribution from the eigenvectors corresponding to the smaller eigenvalues θi < α
are effectively, and only those corresponding to larger eigenvalues θi > α are re-
tained. Since the eigenvectors corresponding to larger eigenvalues of K represent
smooth variations across observations {1, · · · , N}, we observe that KR performs a
smoothing of tn. We next show that such is also the case with KRG: KRG acts
as a smoothing filter across both observations and graph nodes. Using (3.2.9) and
concatenating KRG outputs, we have that

[y1 y2 . . . yN ] = Ψ>[k(x1) k(x2) . . .k(xN )] (3.2.11)
or, Y = KΨ.

On vectorizing both sides of (3.2.11) , we get that

vec(Y) = (IM ⊗K)vec(Ψ)
(a)= (IM ⊗K) (B + C)−1 vec(T),

(3.2.12)

where we have used (3.2.8) in (a). Let L be diagonalizable with the eigendecompo-
sition:

L = VJLV>,
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where JL and V denote the eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices of L, respectively.
We also assume that K is diagonalizable as earlier. Let λi and vi denote the ith
eigenvalue and eigenvector of L, respectively. Then, we have that

V = [v1 v2 · · ·vN ] and JL = diag(λ1, λ2, · · · , λN ),
U = [u1 u2 · · ·uM ] and JK = diag(θ1, θ2, · · · , θM ).

Now, using (3.2.7), we have

B + C = (IM ⊗ (K + αIN )) + (βL⊗K)
= [(VIMV>)⊗ (U(JK + αIN )U>)]

+[β(VJLV>)⊗ (UJKU>)]
(a)= [(V⊗U)(IM ⊗ (JK + αIN ))(V> ⊗U>)]

+[β(V⊗U)(JL ⊗ JK)(V> ⊗U>)]
= ZJZ>,

(3.2.13)

where Z = V⊗U is the eigenvector matrix and J is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix
given by

J = (IM ⊗ (JK + αIN )) + β(JL ⊗ JK). (3.2.14)

In (5.4.2)(a), we have used the distributivity of the Kronecker product: (M1 ⊗
M2)(M3⊗M4) = M1M3⊗M2M4 where {Mi}4i=1 are four matrices. We note that
J is a diagonal matrix of size MN . Let J = diag(η1, η2, . . . , ηMN ). Then each ηi is
a function of {λj}, {θj}, α, β. On dropping the subscripts for simplicity, we observe
that any eigenvalue ηi has the form

η = (θ + α) + β(λθ).

where θ and λ are the appropriate eigenvalues of K and L, respectively. Similarly,
we have that

(IM ⊗K) = (VIMV>)⊗ (UJKU>)
= (V⊗U)(IM ⊗ JK)(V> ⊗U>)
= Z(IM ⊗ JK)Z>,

(3.2.15)

and note that (IM⊗JK) is also a diagonal matrix of sizeMN . Then, on substituting
(3.2.14) and (3.2.15) in (5.4.1), we get that

vec(Y) = (IM ⊗K) (B + C)−1 vec(T)
= (Z(IM ⊗ JK)Z>)(ZJ−1Z>)vec(T)
= (Z(IM ⊗ JK)J−1Z>)vec(T).

(3.2.16)
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We note again that (IM ⊗ JK)J−1 is a diagonal matrix with size MN . Let (IM ⊗
JK)J−1 = diag(ζ1, ζ2, . . . , ζMN ). Then, on dropping the subscripts, any ηi is of the
form

ζ = θ

η
= θ

(θ + α) + β(λθ) .

From (5.4.5), we have that

vec (Y) =
MN∑
i=1

ζiziz>i vec (T) ,

where zi are column vectors of Z. In the case when ζi � 1, the component in
vec(T) along zi is effectively eliminated. For most covariance or kernel functions
k(·, ·) used in practice, the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalues of
K correspond to the low-frequency components. Similarly, the eigenvectors corre-
sponding to the smaller eigenvalues of L are smooth over the graph [SNF+13b].
We observe that the condition ζ � 1 is achieved when corresponding θ is small
and/ or λ is large. This condition in turn corresponds to effectively retaining only
components in vec(T) which vary smoothly across the samples {1, · · · , N} as well
as over the M nodes of the graph.

3.2.4 Learning an underlying graph
In developing KRG, we have so far assumed that the underlying graph is known
apriori in terms of the graph-Laplacian matrix L. Such an assumption may not
hold for many practical applications since there is not necessarily one best graph for
given networked data. This motivates us to develop a joint learning approach where
we learn L and KRG parameter matrix W (or its dual representation parameter
Ψ). Our goal in this section is to provide a simple means of estimating the graph
that helps enhance the prediction performance if a graph is not known apriori.
We note that a vast and expanding body of literature exists in the domain of
estimating graphs from graph signals [DTFV14,HCS+13, DKS09, LV11, LRG+13,
SJ10,DTFV15,DTFV16,EPO17,Kal16], and any of these approaches may be used
as an alternative to the learning approach proposed in this Section. Nevertheless,
we pursue the approach taken in this Section due to ease of implementation.

We propose the minimization of the following cost function to achieve our goal:

C(W,L) =
∑
n

‖tn − yn‖22 + α tr(W>W)

+β
∑
n

y>nLyn + ν tr(L>L),

where ν ≥ 0. Since our goal is to recover an undirected graph, we impose appropriate
constaints [Chu97]. Firstly, any non-trivial graph has a graph-Laplacian matrix L
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which is symmetric and positive semi-definite [Chu97]. Secondly, the vector of all
ones 1 forms the eigenvector of the graph-Laplacian corresponding to the zero
eigenvalue. Since L = D − A, we have that the Laplacian being positive semi-
definite is equivalent to the constraint that all the off-diagonal elements of L are
non-positive which is a simpler constraint than the direct positive semi-definiteness
constraint. Then, the solution to joint estimation of W and L is obtained by solving
the following:

min
W,L

C(W,L) such that L(i, j) ≤ 0 ∀i 6= j,

L = L>,L1 = 0. (3.2.17)

The optimization problem (3.2.17) is jointly non-convex over W and L, but con-
vex on W given L and vice-versa. Hence, we adopt an alternating minimization
approach and solve (3.2.17) in two steps alternatingly as follows:

• For a given L, solve min
W

C(W) using KRG approach of Section 3.2.

• For a given W, solve min
L
C(L) such that L(i, j) ≤ 0 ∀i 6= j,L = L>, and

L1 = 0. Here C(L) = β
∑
n y>nLyn + ν tr(L>L).

We start the alternating optimization using the intialization L = 0, which corre-
sponds to KR. In order to keep the successive L estimates comparable, we scale L
such that the largest eigenvalue modulus is unity at each iteration.

3.3 Experimental results

We evaluate performance of relevant methods in adverse conditions where we use
limited training data and noisy training data. Our hypothesis is that the KRG and
LRG provide better performances than KR and LR, respectively. A state-of-the-
art method is also compared with. We experiment with synthesized and real-world
signal examples. The experiment with synthesized data is carried out using small-
world graphs; this is a standard practice in several existing works to demonstrate
efficiency of a model. For real applications, we consider three different real-world
data experiments:

(D1) Prediction of temperature as output using air-pressure observations as input.

(D2) Temperature prediction for cities across Sweden from current day to next day.

(D3) Prediction for fMRI data of the cerebellum region.

Among these three experiments, D1 is the experiment where input observation
and output to predicted are two different physical quantities. The output signal
to be predicted is lying over a graph. To the best of our knowledge, any existing
graph-signal processing based approach did not address such a dataset and we
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therefore make comparisons only with conventional linear/kernel regression. The
other two experiments D2 and D3 are performed for two reasons. The first reason is
to compare our proposed method against the kernel-ridge regression (KRR) method
of [RMG17, RIG16]. In these experiments input and output are lying on a same
graph, and hence we can compare with KRR. We choose KRR as the competing
method in these two experiments because it was claimed to provide state-of-art
performance [RMG17]. The second reason is to show how our approach performs
when we simultaneously learn an underlying graph from data along-with prediction.

We use normalized-mean-square-error (NMSE) as the performance measure:

NMSE = 10 log10

(
E‖Y−T0‖2F

E‖T0‖2F

)
,

where Y denotes the regression output matrix and T0 the true value of target
matrix, that means T0 does not contain any noise. The expectation operation E(·)
in performance measure is realized as sample average. In the case of real-world
examples, we compare the performance of the following four regression approaches:

1. linear regression (LR): km,n = φφφ(xm)>φφφ(xn), where φφφ(x) = x and β = 0,

2. linear regression over graphs (LRG): km,n = φφφ(xm)>φφφ(xn) and β 6= 0, where
φφφ(x) = x,

3. kernel regression (KR): Using β = 0 and radial basis function (RBF) kernel

km,n = exp
(
− ‖xm − xn‖22
σ2∑

m′,n′ ‖xm′ − xn′‖22/N

)
, and

4. kernel regression over graphs (KRG): Using β 6= 0 and RBF kernel km,n =

exp
(
− ‖xm − xn‖22
σ2∑

m′,n′ ‖xm′ − xn′‖22/N

)
.

The regularization parameters α, β, σ2 and ν for different training data sizes are
found by five-fold crossvalidation on the training set. While performing crossvali-
dation, we assume that clean target vectors are available for the validation set. We
wish to emphasize that our goal here is to illustrate that the LRG and KRG are
better than LR and KR, respectively. Depending on the choice of the kernel used,
one kernel may perform better than the other and that there is no guarantee that
a Gaussian kernel always outperforms the linear kernel in practice.

3.3.1 Regression for synthesized data
We perform regression for synthesized data where the target vectors are assumed
to be smooth over a specified graph. Our hypothesis is KRG will be better than KR
when training data size is limited and corrupted with noise. To verify the hypothesis
we generate synthesized data where we know ground truth. A part of the data is
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used for training in presence of additive noise, and our task is to predict for the
remaining part of the data, given information about correlations in form of kernels.

In order to generate synthesized data, we use random small-world graphs from
Erdős-Rényi and Barabási-Albert models [New10] with the number of nodes M =
50. We generate a total of S target vector realizations. We adopt the following
data generation strategy: We first pick M independent vector realizations from
an S-dimensional Gaussian vector source N (0,CS) where CS is S-dimensional
covariance matrix drawn from inverse Wishart distribution with identity hyperpa-
rameter matrix. We use a highly correlated covariance matrix CS such that each
S-dimensional vector has strongly correlated components. Thus, we create a data
matrix with M columns such that each column is an S-dimensional Gaussian vec-
tor. Each row vector of the data matrix has a size M and the row vectors of the
data matrix are correlated between each other. We denote a row vector by r. We
then select row vectors {r} one-by-one and project them on the specified graph to
generate target vectors {t} that are smooth over the graph while maintaining the
correlation between observations, by solving the following optimization problem:

t = arg min
z

{
‖r− z‖22 + z>Lz

}
.

We randomly divide the S data samples into training and test sets of equal size
Ntr = Nts = S/2. We define the kernel function between the ith and jth data
samples zi and zj to be

ki,j , CS(i, j),

considering the same kernel for all the graph nodes. The choice of the kernel is
motivated by the assumed generating model. Given the training set of size Ntr,
we choose a subset of N data samples to make predictions for the Nts test data
samples using the kernel regression over graphs. The training target vectors are
corrupted with additive white Gaussian noise at varying levels of signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). We repeat our experiments over 100 realizations of the graphs and
noise realizations. We compare the performance of KRG with KR. We observe
from Figure 3.1 that for a fixed training data size of N = 50, KRG outperforms
KR by a significant margin at low SNR levels (below 10dB). As the SNR-level
increases, the normalized MSE of KRG and KR almost coincide. A similar trend
is observed for also the case of Barabási-Albert graphs, which is not reported for
brevity. In Figure 3.2, we show the normalized MSE obtained with KRG and KR on
both graph models as a function of training data size at an SNR-level of 5 dB. We
observe that KRG consistently outperforms KR and that the gap between NMSE
of KRG and KR reduces as training data size increases. The results shown in Figure
3.1 and 3.2 verify our hypothesis.
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Figure 3.1: NMSE results for synthesized data using Erdős-Rényi graphs. We plot
NMSE against SNR, with training data sizeN = 50. (a) Training data performance,
and (b) Test data performance.
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Figure 3.2: NMSE results for synthesized data at 5 dB SNR level. We use Erdős-
Rényi graphs for subfloats (a) and (b). (a) Training data performance and (b) Test
data performance. Then we use Barabási-Albert graphs for subfloats (c) and (d).
(c) Training data performance and (d) Test data performance.
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Figure 3.3: Results for experiment D1. Temperature of 25 cities in Sweden as output
and air-pressure of those cities as input. (a) Map of Sweden with major 45 cities
indicated, (b) True temperature measurement signal for a particular day in the
dataset shown in units of degree celsius (The graph is the same as that in subfloat
(a) but without the underlying map.). We show NMSE for test data performance
against number of training data samples in subfloat (c) and (d). (c) NMSE for
additive white Gaussian noise at 10 dB SNR-level.

3.3.2 Experiment D1: Prediction of temperature of cities using
air-pressure observations

We now consider the experiment where input and output of kernel regression are
two different physical quantities. The task is to predict temperature of some cities
in Sweden from air pressure observations in those cities. We predict the temperature
as the average temperature for 24 hours of a day; air pressure observations were
collected in hourly basis for the same day. Our hypothesis remains same as like the
previous experiment using synthesized data – KRG will be better than KR when
training data size is limited and corrupted with noise.

For the experiment, we collected temperature and air-pressure measurements
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from 25 most populated cities in Sweden. The data was collected for a period of
two months from February to March of 2018. In Figure 3.3 (a), we indicate the
45 most populated cities in Sweden. We consider 25 cities of these 45 cities in
this experiment since the relevant data was not available at the remaining cities.
The data is available publicly from the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological
Institute [SMH]. We predict temperature of the 25 cities as the output vector or
target. The input is taken to be the air pressure measurement in all those 25 cities
collected on hourly basis. This results in the input vector with 24 × 25 = 600
components,which means that we have tn ∈ R25 and xn ∈ R600. The data from
the first 48 days is taken for training and the data of the remaining 12 days as
test data. Let dij denote the geodesic distance between cities i and j in kilometres,
∀i, j ∈ {1, · · · , 25}. We construct the adjacency matrix A for the graph by setting

A(i, j) = exp
(
−

d2
ij∑

i,j d
2
ij

)
.

In our experiment, we randomly sample from the 48 training data points and
perform experiment to show results against number of training data points N ≤
Ntr = 48. Then we consider two cases: first when the training targets are corrupted
with additive white Gaussian noise at 10 dB SNR, and second with large perturba-
tions where two of the nodes are perturbed by scaling the signal values to twice the
original. These perturbed nodes have numbers 15 and 22, and correspond to the
nodes with the strongest edges to other nodes in the adjacency matrix. This cor-
responds to case where around 10 percent of the target signal nodes are corrupted
with a large perturbation (can be considered a sparse noise), with the potential
to affect all nodes of the entire network being the strongly connected nodes. We
compare the performance of LR, LRG, KR, and KRG. The NMSE for the test data
as a function of training sample size N for both cases are shown in Figure 3.3.
We observe that LRG and KRG outperform LR and KR, respectively, by signifi-
cant margin, particularly at smaller training sample sizes N . In addition we find
that KRG outperforms LRG for this experiment, though this is not necessarily
guaranteed for all datasets and experimental conditions.

3.3.3 Experiment D2: Temperature prediction for cities from
current day to next day

In this experiment, the task is to predict temperature of several Swedish cities for
next day from temperature observations at the current day. For the experiment,
we consider temperature measurements from 45 most populated cities in Sweden
for a period of three months from September to November 2017. The hypothesis
is once again to demonstrate that our approach brings in significant performance
gain in noisy and limited training data scenarios. Since both the input and output
are temperatures, they can be seen as graph signals and hence this experiment
helps to compare our method with KRR. We have already mentioned that KRR
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Figure 3.4: Results for (D2) with the temperature data of 45 cities in Sweden. (a)
NMSE for test data with additive white Gaussian noise at 5dB SNR level, (b)
NMSE for test data with additive white Gaussian noise at 0dB SNR level.

Table 3.1: Performance comparison of proposed methods and KRR for the experi-
ment D2 (using NMSE in dB)

Proposed Methods
Training sample LRG at KRG at LRG at KRG at

size N 5dB SNR 5dB SNR 0dB SNR 0dB SNR
5 -12.3 -11.9 -12.1 -11.6
15 -14.0 -13.4 -13.1 -12.7
30 -14.8 -14.2 -14.4 -13.8
45 -15.4 -14.9 -15.0 -14.6
60 -15.5 -15.1 -15.2 -14.8

Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR)
Training sample Diffusion Covariance kernel Covariance kernel

size N kernel at 5dB SNR at 0dB SNR
5 ≈ 0 -6.5 -3.5
15 ” -7.2 -4.9
30 ” -9.8 -6.7
45 ” -10.5 -7.8
60 ” -12.2 -9.5

is a state-of-the-art method in graph signal recovery [RMG17,RIG16]. Further, we
handle the case when undelying graph is not known a-priori. In this case we learn
the underlying graph and compare performance of our approach against the case
where the graph is known a-priori.
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Figure 3.5: Results for (D2) with graph learning for temperature data of 45 cities
in Sweden, for training data samples with additive white Gaussian noise at 5dB
SNR-level for N = 45. (a) Normalized MSE for test data, (b) Geodesic Laplacian,
(c) Estimated Laplacian from LRG, (d) Estimated Laplacian from KRG.

The data is available publicly from the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological
Institute [SMH]. The cities correspond to those 45 cities indicated in Figure 3.3(a).
We consider the target vector tn to be the temperature measurement of a particular
day, and xn to be the temperature measurements (in degree celsius units) from the
previous day. We have 90 input-target data pairs in total, divided into training set
and test set of sizes Ntr = 60 and Nts = 30, respectively. We consider the geodesic
distance based adjacency matrix as that in the previous experiment but for 45
cities. For each training dataset size N , we compute the NMSE by averaging over
50 different random training subsets of N drawn from full training set of size Ntr.
In Figure 3.4, we show the NMSE for test set at SNR-levels of 5 dB and 0 dB. We
observe that KRG outperforms other regression methods by a significant margin,
particularly at low sample sizes N . Next we compare our methods with KRR.

Comparison with KRR

KRR deals with a sub-sampling setup where prediction at a set of nodes is per-
formed from observation seen at another set of nodes. Therefore, we formulate the
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temperature prediction problem in a suitable sub-sampling setup where KRR can
be used. In the sub-sampling setup, KRR minimizes the following convex cost:

arg min
ααα

∥∥x−ΦΦΦK̄ααα
∥∥2

2 + µααα>K̄ααα, s.t. K̄ααα =
[
y
x̂

]
(3.3.1)

where x ∈ RS is input observation signal corresponding to a subset of S nodes in
the set of all nodes and the subset is denoted by Ω. Here ΦΦΦ denotes the sampling
matrix that has a structure by concatenating zero matrix and S-dimensional iden-
tity matrix; K̄ is the kernel matrix across all nodes of the graph, and ααα is the KRR
coefficients, and x̂ is estimate of graph signal produced by KRR at Ω. The estimate
of the entrie graph signal is then given by:[

y
x̂

]
= K̄ΦΦΦ>(ΦΦΦK̄ΦΦΦ> + µSIS)−1x. (3.3.2)

Thus, KRR achieves an extrapolation of the graph signal from the nodes in Ω to
those outside it using the graph topoplogy employed in the extrapolation kernel. Pa-
rameters related to the above prediction and kernels are found by cross-validation.
In all the experiments employing KRR [RMG17, IRG16], we have used the same
diffusion kernels and the covariance kernels considered by the authors in the corre-
sponding articles [RMG17, IRG16]. We also note that whereas the performance of
the covariance kernel depends on the number of training samples used to obtain the
covariance estimate, the diffusion kernel based KRR does not use training samples.

For the temperature prediction problem, we use the space-time variant of the
KRR proposed in [IRG16], by considering the adjacency matrix to be given by the
Cartesian product of the geodesic graph A and the temporal dynamics graph for

one time step B =
[

0 1
1 0

]
, meaning each node at time n is connected to the cor-

responding node at time n + 1 by an edge with unity weight. We choose one-step
temporal dynamics in KRR since we consider one-step or one-day prediction. The
effective composite or augmented graph [IRG16] is then given by the Cartesian

product A ⊕B =
[
A I
I A

]
. We observe from Table 3.1, that our approach signif-

icantly outperforms KRR for both covariance and diffusion kernels. We note that
the performance of covariance kernel is better than that of diffusion kernel, and
this trend is similar to the results reported in [IRG16]. We also observe that the
performance of KRR and our approaches imrpoves as more training data is made
available.

The performance of our approach is significantly better in comparison with
KRR. This can be explained as a result of two factors. The first factor is that
KRR deals with an under-determined setup where the subsampling matrix has a
special structure. The special structure is formed by concatenating identity matrix
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and zero matrix. This sampling matrix structure may not be well suited for sub-
sampling. The second aspect factor pertains to our approach: we use the advantage
of explicit training and testing. This assumes the availability of a training dataset
as a requirement for our approach, whereas KRR does not have that requirement.

Learning Underlying Graph

In this experiment we learn underlying graph assuming that the graph can not be
constructed following an intuitive motivation or a physical modeling aspect. While
so far we have used geodesic distance motivated graph for the temperature predic-
tion problem, the ground truth for the undelying graph is not known. Naturally
our hypothesis is that the graph learning strategy, discussed in Section 3.2.4 can
be useful for this application as well as many other application scenarios. For this
temperature prediction problem, we can directly compare the estimated (or learnt)
graph Laplacian matrix against the geodesic graph Laplacian matrix. In the absence
of ground truth, the geodesic graph is used as a benchmark.

We use the alternating optimization strategy of Section 3.2.4 for learning the
underlying graph and also realizing the KRG. We perform the training at an SNR
level of 5 dB. The training data is limited and noisy. We find experimentally that
the alternating optimization based graph learning algorithm converges typically
after five to ten iterations. The NMSE performances for training and test data
obtained using L based on the geodesic distances and the iteratively learnt L are
shown in Figure 3.5. For this temperature data, we observe that the learnt Laplacian
matrix and the geodesic distance based Laplacial matrix have visual similarity. This
validates our intuition that the graph signal holds sufficient information to both
infer the underlying graph structure and perform predictions.

3.3.4 Experiment D3: Prediction of fMRI voxels from a few
observed voxels in cerebellum region

Finally, we consider prediction of voxel intensities in the functional magnetic res-
onance imaging (fMRI) data obtained for the cerebellum region of the brain. We
apply our approach to predict the voxel intensities at some of the voxels of the MRI,
given the intensities at other voxels, under the condition that the training samples
are corrupted with noise. Our hypothesis is the same as in our previous experi-
ments – that LRG and KRG outperform their conventional versions when training
data is limited and noisy. We also compare the performance of our methods with
KRR. Further, we also investigate the case when an underlying graph is not known
a-priori and learnt from data using the method described in Section 3.2.4.

In the beginning, the graph is constructed from the voxels at different slices of
the MRI scans connected together to form a composite graph as shown in Figure 3.6
(a). The details of the image acquisition and the dataset may be found publicly at
https://openfmri.org/dataset/ds000102. Each voxel is considered as a node of the
graph and the intensity to be the signal. The composite data graph is of dimension
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Table 3.2: Comparison of proposed methods and KRR for the experiment D3

Proposed Methods
Training sample LRG at KRG at LRG at KRG at

size N 10dB SNR 10dB SNR 0dB SNR 0dB SNR
145 -25.3 -25.7 -22.2 -23.5

Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR)
Training sample Diffusion Covariance kernel Covariance kernel

size N kernel at 10dB SNR at 0dB SNR
145 ≈ 0 -1.0 -0.7

4000 obtained by mapping the 4000 cerebellum voxels anatomically following the
atlas template [DBF+09]. We refer the reader to [BLaV15] for further details on
the construction of the voxel graph. In our analysis, we consider only the first 100
voxels from 4000 voxels to construct dataset in our experiments. This is due to
ease of experiments in the sense of computational complexity. We use the intensity
values at 10 voxels from the first slice as input x ∈ R10 to make predictions for the
output t ∈ R90 comprising the voxel instensities at 90 voxels present in the first and
second slice. In Figure 3.6 (b), we show an instance of the voxel intensity signal over
the entrie 4000 voxel graph. In Figures 3.6 (c) and (d), we show the corresponding
input and output signals used in our experiments. The dataset consists of 290 input-
target data points. We use one half of the data for training and the other half for
testing. We construct noisy training data at a signal-to-noise (SNR) levels of 10 dB
and 0 dB. For test data, the NMSE averaged over 50 different random selections of
training data of size N from the full training dataset. The results are reported in
Figure 3.7(a)-(c). We observe that LRG and KRG have superior performance over
their conventional counterparts particularly for small N and low SNR-level. We
also see that algorithm for estimation of underlying graph does provide a reasonable
performance. The performance of our methods and that of KRR with the maximum
number of training samples is reported in Table 3.2. We observe that KRR performs
poorly in comparison with our approaches. The poor performance of KRR may be
attributed to the relatively number of samples available for reconstruction: only
10% of the total number of nodes are observed. Further, we note that KRR does
not explicitly employ prior input-output information other than in the covariance
kernel. The covariance kernel approach also requires sufficient number of samples
for a reliable reconstruction, which is not the case in our experiments owing to the
small training sample sizes. All these factors explain why KRR performs rather
poorly in this experiment.
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Figure 3.6: Results for Cerebellum data (D5). (a) Representation of how graph is
constructed from voxels at different slices (b) The entire graph with an instance of
graph signal, and the corresponding intensities (c) at only the voxels used as input
(d) at only the voxels used as output (the edges are not shown for clarity).

3.4 Conclusions

We proposed an extension of a standard kernel regression to the graph signal set-
ting. Our approach was motivated by the intuition that employing the graph signal
structure meaningfully could improve the prediction performance of kernel regres-
sion with a vector target, particularly in adverse conditions of scarce and unreliable
training data. Our development stands our uniquely from other graph signal recon-
struction approaches in that we do not assume the input to our kernel regression
to be a graph signal, or that the input is even related to the given graph; the
graph-structure only relates with the predicted target or output. The formulation
started from linear regression and we proceeded to generalize our approach to kernel
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Figure 3.7: Results for Cerebellum data (D5). (a) NMSE for test data at 10dB
SNR-level, (b) NMSE for test data at 0dB SNR-level, (c) NMSE for test data at
with learnt Laplacian at 10dB SNR-level.

regression.
We also considered the case when even the underlying graph was unknown and

was estimated from the available training data. Experiments on diverse real-world
graph signal datasets revealed that our approach is particularly beneficial for ap-
plications where available training data is limited in size and corrupted with noise.
We also contrasted our approach with a state-of-the-art graph signal reconstruc-
tion approach named KRR which employs kernels across the nodes of a graph, in
experiments where both input and output are nodes representing the same physical
quantities from the same graph. Experiments showed that our approach outper-
forms KRR, particularly when the fraction of the observed nodes is 0.5 or lesser.
We note that although properties of the Kronecker product provide some methods
to make the computations in our approach faster, our approach shares one practi-
cal limitation with all kernel-based approaches that it involves inversion of a large
system matrix.
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3.5 Reproducible research

In the spirit of reproducible research, all the codes relevant to the experiments in this
paper are made available at https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Arun_Venkitaraman
and https://www.kth.se/ise/research/reproducibleresearch-1.433797.



Chapter 4

Multi-kernel Regression for Signals
over Graphs

4.1 Introduction

Kernel regression is a nonlinear learning approach used extensively in classifi-
cation, regression, and clustering problems [SGV98, Bis06, CS09]. Typically, ker-
nel regression needs training with a significant amount of reliable data to ensure
a good prediction performance. In the context of limited and noisy data avail-
ability, we recently proposed kernel regression for target signals by incorporating
an additional structure that the target signal is smooth over a graph [VCH17].
There are prior works in the literature on using graph structures for kernel re-
gression [SK03,KL02,RMG17, IRG16]. These existing works do not use the direct
approach of predicting the complete target signal by enforcing smoothness con-
straint over a graph. The prior works consider kernels defined among nodes of the
same graph signal for signal completion or recovery.

Performance of kernel-based approaches varies significantly with the choice of
the kernel functions and parameters. The optimal choice of the kernel parameter
is a difficult problem to solve analytically or through cross-validation. A natural
approach is to express a general kernel function that is a linear combination of
many known ’basis’ kernels and find their optimal combination adapted to the given
data [GA11]. This is referred to as multi-kernel learning in the literature and has
been shown to be useful in many applications [KGSL,SS05,CMR09,CGVMR+14].
In this chapter, our contribution is to develop a multi-kernel learning approach for
graph signal processing where we predict vector targets. We assume that the vector
target signals that we predict are smooth graph signals over an underlying graph.
The resulting multi-kernel learning approach is shown to be a convex optimization
problem. We then develop a projected gradient descent algorithm to learn the multi-
kernel parameters by using Nesterov’s method [Nes14]. There exist recent works on
developing multi-kernel regression for graph signals in [ZRG16,RMG], where the
prediction is made on a subset of nodes of a graph from the signals at the remaining
nodes through a kernel regression across nodes. Our proposed approach is different

53
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from these works by formulation. We explicitly consider that the target is a vector
signal lying over a graph, and the input signal is not necessarily over a graph. Our
goal is then to make prediction for the smooth graph signal target given a new
input signal by learning the parameters of multi-kernel function.

4.1.1 Kernel regression for graph signals
We provide background in this section on recently proposed kernel regression for
graph signal processing [RMG]. In graph signal processing, let G = (V, E ,A) denotes
a graph with M vertices indexed by set V, edge set E , and the adjacency matrix
A = [aij ], aij > 0. A graph signal over G is a vector in RM whose components
denote the values of the signal at the nodes indexed by V [SNF+13b, SM13a]. We
consider only undirected graphs in our analysis, which corrsponds to symmetric A.
The graph-Laplacian matrix L of G is then defined as [Chu97] L = D −A, where
D = diag(d1, d2 · · · , dM ) denotes the diagonal degree matrix with di =

∑
j aij . By

construction, L is symmetric and positive semi-definite. The smoothness of a graph
signal y = [y(1), y(2), · · · , y(M)]> is quantified by the following quadratic form:

l(y) = y>Ly =
∑

(ij)∈E

aij(y(i)− y(j))2.

A small l(y) implies that y is smooth since its value varies smoothly over connected
nodes.

We next briefy discuss a standard kernel regression. Consider a set of N train-
ing observations of input xn ∈ RL and the corresponding target tn ∈ RM . Let
φφφ(x) ∈ RK denotes a vector function of the input x. Then, kernel regression makes
prediction of output y for a new input x of the form [Bis06]

y = W>φφφ(x),

where the regression coefficient matrix is W, found by

W = arg min
W

N∑
n=1
‖tn − yn‖22 + α tr(W>W), α ≥ 0. (4.1.1)

The optimal W depends on inner products of form φφφ(x)>φφφ(x′) [Bis06]. On gener-
alizing the inner product to a kernel function k(x,x′), the predicted output takes
the form:

y = Ψ>k(x),

where ΨΨΨ = (K + αI)−1T, K ∈ RN×N denotes the kernel matrix with (m,n)th
entry is equal to k(xm,xn), T = [t1 t2 · · · tN ]> is the target matrix, and k(x) =
[k(x1,x), k(x2,x), · · · , k(xN ,x)]>.

We finally discuss kernel regression for graph signal processing, proposed in
[VCH17]. It is assumed that the entire target signal is smooth over the underlying
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graph G. In kernel regression for graph signal processing, the following optimization
problem is solved [VCH17]:

min
W

N∑
n=1
‖tn − yn‖22 + α tr(W>W) + β

N∑
n=1

l(yn), α, β ≥ 0, (4.1.2)

where the predicted signal yn = W>φφφ(xn) is enforced to be smooth over G by using
the regularization term

∑N
n=1 l(yn). The optimization problem (4.1.2) is equivalent

to the following optimization problem [VCH17]

minΨΨΨ(tr(T>T)− 2tr
(
T>KΨ

)
+ tr(Ψ>KKΨ)

+α tr(Ψ>KΨ) + β tr
(
Ψ>KKΨL

)
).

(4.1.3)

The optimal prediction y = ΨΨΨ>k(x) is associated with the optimal ΨΨΨ matrix with
the following form

vec(Ψ) = [(IM ⊗ (K + αIN )) + (βL⊗K)]−1 vec(T), (4.1.4)

where vec(·) and ⊗ denote the vectorization and Kronecker product operations,
respectively. We note that, if there is no graph smoothness penalty (β = 0) then
(4.1.2) reduces to standard kernel regression.

4.2 Multi-kernel regression for graph signals

We now develop multi-kernel regression for graph signal processing. In multi-kernel
regression we use a general kernel that is a linear combination of multiple pre-
specified kernels, as follows

k(x,x′) =
S∑
s=1

ρsks(x,x′), (4.2.1)

where ks(x,x′) denotes the s’th pre-specified kernel function. The weight vector
ρρρ = [ρ1, ρ2, · · · , ρS ] is unknown. We assume that ρρρ has a bounded q-norm ‖ρρρ‖q,
where q may be 1 or 2. Let us use Ks to denote the kernel matrix associated with
the s’th kernel function ks(xm,xn). We then have the general kernel matrix as
K =

∑S
i=s ρsKs. Now, generalizing the kernel regression for graph signal processing

optimization problem (4.1.3), we learn the optimal weight vector and regression
coefficients by the following optimization problem:

minρρρ minΨΨΨ−2tr
(
T>KΨ

)
+ tr

(
Ψ>KKΨ

)
+α tr(Ψ>KΨ) + β tr

(
Ψ>KKΨL

)
, α, β ≥ 0

subject to ρρρ � 0, ‖ρρρ‖q ≤ R, K =
∑S
i=s ρsKs

(4.2.2)
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where ‖ρρρ‖q ≤ R is a regularization constraint. We note that for a fixed ρρρ, the
general kernel function is known. Therefore, for a given ρρρ, the optimization problem
becomes same as the problem in (4.1.4). In order to solve (4.2.2), we thus substitute
ΨΨΨ for a given ρρρ and simplify the problem in the following equivalent form

min
ρρρ

vec(T)>B(ρρρ)vec(T) subject to ρρρ � 0, ‖ρρρ‖q ≤ R, (4.2.3)

where
B(ρρρ) = −(IM ⊗K) [IM ⊗ (K + αIN ) + βL⊗K]−1

. (4.2.4)

The steps in the simplification of (4.2.2) to (4.2.3) is shown in the appendix.

4.2.1 Theoretical analysis
Proposition 4.2.1. The optimization problem (4.2.3) is convex in ρρρ.

Proposition 4.2.2. Let us define γ(ρρρ) , vec(T)>B(ρρρ)vec(T). We state that γ(ρρρ)
is a decreasing function of ρρρ and takes the maximum value of 0 at ρρρ = 0.

Proof of propositions 1 and 2: We know that for fixed ρρρ the optimal ΨΨΨ is given by
(4.1.4):

vec(Ψ) = [(IM ⊗ (K + αIN )) + (βL⊗K)]−1 vec(T), (4.2.5)

Let B = IM ⊗ (K + αIN ) and C = (βL ⊗K). Then, ΨΨΨ = (B + C)−1vec(T). On
using the property that tr(a>1 a2) = vec(a1)>vec(a2) and substituting optimal ΨΨΨ
for a fixed ρρρ, the objective function is given by

C = −2tr
(
T>KΨ

)
+ tr

(
Ψ>KKΨ

)
+ α tr(Ψ>KΨ) + β tr

(
Ψ>KKΨL

)
= −2vec(T)>vec(KΨ) + vecΨ)>vec(KKΨ)

+ α vec(Ψ)>vec(KΨ) + β vec(Ψ)>vec(KKΨL)
= −2vec(T)>(I⊗K)vec(Ψ) + vecΨ)>(I⊗KK)vec(Ψ)

+ α vec(Ψ)>(I⊗K)vec(Ψ) + β vec(Ψ)>(L⊗KK)vec(Ψ)
= −2vec(T)>(I⊗K)(B + C)−1vec(T)

+ vec(T)>(B + C)−1(I⊗KK)(B + C)−1vec(T)
+ α vec(T)>(B + C)−1(I⊗K)(B + C)−1vec(T)
+ β vec(T)>(B + C)−1(L⊗KK)(B + C)−1vec(T)

= vec(T)>[−2(I⊗K) + (B + C)−1H](B + C)−1vec(T).

where H = [(I⊗ (I + αK)K) + β (L⊗KK)], and we have used properties of the
tr(·) and vec(·) operators in the different steps. Using distributivity of Kronecker
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product, we have that

H = [(I⊗ (I + αK)K) + β (L⊗KK)] = (B + C)(I⊗K).

Substituting H in C, we get that

C = vec(T)>[−2(I⊗K) + (I⊗K)](B + C)−1vec(T).
= −vec(T)>(I⊗K)(B + C)−1vec(T).

Proposition 1. We prove this by showing that the equivalent problem in (4.2.2) is
convex. We note that the objective function of (4.2.2) is the minimum of functions
of the form

ξ(ρρρ) = −2tr
(
T>KΨ

)
+ tr

(
Ψ>KKΨ

)
+α tr(Ψ>KΨ) + β tr

(
Ψ>KKΨL

)
Since minimum of convex functions is also convex, it suffices to prove that ξ(ρρρ) is
a convex function of ρρρ. We have that

ξ(ρρρ) = −2tr
(
T>KΨ

)
+ tr

(
Ψ>KKΨ

)
+ α tr(Ψ>KΨ) + β tr

(
Ψ>KKΨL

)
= −2tr

(
T>

S∑
s=1

ρsKsΨ
)

+ tr
(

Ψ>
S∑
r=1

S∑
s=1

ρrρsKrKsΨ
)

+ α tr
(

Ψ>
S∑
s=1

ρsKsΨ
)

+ β tr
(

Ψ>
S∑
r=1

S∑
s=1

ρrρsKrKsΨL
)

(4.2.6)

Since summation and trace operations commute, we have

ξ(ρρρ) =
S∑
s=1

ρstr
(
−2KsΨΨΨT>

)
+ αtr

(
KsΨΨΨΨΨΨ>

)
+

S∑
r=1

S∑
s=1

ρrρstr(ΨΨΨ>KrKsΨΨΨ(IM + βL))

=
S∑
s=1

ρstr
(
−2KsΨΨΨT>

)
+ αtr

(
KsΨΨΨΨΨΨ>

)
+

S∑
r=1

S∑
s=1

ρrρstr
(

(IM + βL)− 1
2 ΨΨΨ>KrKsΨΨΨ(IM + βL)− 1

2

)
= b>ρρρ+ ρρρ>Cρρρ (4.2.7)
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where b ∈ RS and C ∈ RS×S such that the sth component of b is equal to
b(s) = (−2KsΨΨΨT> + αtr(KsΨΨΨΨΨΨ>) and the (r, s)th element of matrix C is given
by

C(r, s) (4.2.8)

= tr((IM + βL)− 1
2 ΨΨΨ>KrKsΨΨΨ(IM + βL)− 1

2 )

= vec(KrΨΨΨ(IM + βL)− 1
2 )>vec(KsΨΨΨ(IM + βL)− 1

2 ),

using the property that tr(a>1 a2) = vec(a1)>vec(a2). This shows that C can be
expressed as the Grammian matrix C = D>D where D ∈ Rmn×S is the matrix
whose sth column is given by ds = vec(KsΨΨΨ(IM + βL)−1/2). Since Grammian
matrices are positive semidefinite [HJ86], we have that C is symmetric and positive
semidefinite, and hence ξ(ρρρ) is convex. This concludes the proof.

Proposition 2. Let ρρρ2 � ρρρ1 � 0. For the case when ρρρ 6= 0, let us assume K �
is invertible. This is not an unreasnable requirement as K is a nonnegative sum
(ρρρ � 0) of kernel matrices: if atleast one of the kernel matrices is positive definite
(which is usually the case for most kernel matrices), then K is positive definite and
hence, invertible for ρρρ 6= 0. Then B(ρρρ) is expressible as

B(ρρρ) = −
[
IM ⊗ (IN + αK−1) + βL⊗ IN

]−1

Since ρρρ2 � ρρρ1, we have that

S∑
s=1

ρ1sKs �
S∑
s=1

ρ2sKs, or(
S∑
s=1

ρ1sKs

)−1

�

(
S∑
s=1

ρ2sKs

)−1

, or

IN + α

(
S∑
s=1

ρ1sKs

)−1

� IN + α

(
S∑
s=1

ρ2sKs

)−1

, or

(
IM ⊗ (IN + α

(
S∑
s=1

ρ1sKs)−1

)
+ βL⊗ IN

)−1

�

(
IM ⊗ (IN + α

(
S∑
s=1

ρ2sKs)−1

)
+ βL⊗ IN

)−1

, or

B(ρρρ1) � B(ρρρ2) (4.2.9)

Since ρρρ = 0 lies in the feasible region, we have that B(ρρρ) takes maximum value at
ρρρ = 0 and the correspondng value is given by setting ρρρ = 0 in (4.2.4), we get that
B(0) = 0 maximum value of vec(T)>B(ρρρ)vec(T) = 0.
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Proposition 4.2.3. The solution of (4.2.3) satisfies the boundary condition ‖ρρρ‖q =
R.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 2 that γ(ρρρ) is a decreasing function for ρρρ � 0
and takes the maximum value at 0.

Proposition 4.2.4. The gradient ∇γ(ρρρ) of γ(ρρρ) is given by
∇γ(ρρρ) = [∇γ1,∇γ2, · · · ,∇γS ] where

∇γs = −vec(ΨΨΨ)>(IM ⊗Ks)vec(ΨΨΨ),
vec(ΨΨΨ) = [(IM ⊗ (K + αIN )) + (βL⊗K)]−1 vec(T)

Also, ∇γ(ρρρ) � 0.

Proof. The expression for the derivative is obtained using standard matrix deriva-
tive relations and the proof is omitted here for brevity. Each kernel matrix is positive
semidefinite by definition, and hence IM ⊗Ks � 0, ∀s. Since each component of the
gradient is a negative quadratic form with a positive semidefinite matrix, ∇γs ≤ 0
∀s. Hence, ∇γ(ρρρ) � 0.

4.2.2 Estimating kernel parameters
We have shown that the optimization problem in (4.2.3) is convex. However, we
find that it is non-trivial to express the optimization problem into a standard op-
timization form such that a convex optimization toolbox, like CVX [GB14], can
be used. Hence, we use a projected gradient descent approach to solve the opti-
mization problem. This is possible due to the property that γ(ρρρ) has a gradient
in closed-form (see Proposition 4). In order to improve the rate of convergence
over that of the projected gradient descent, we use Nesterov’s accelerated gradient
approach [Nes14]. For successive iterations of the gradient descent, we use a step-
size inversely proportional to the number of iterations. The resulting steps of the
gradient decent search are described in Algorithm 1.

4.3 Experiments

We apply our approach for target prediction on daily temperature measurements
over 45 largest cities in Sweden 1. At a particular time instant, temperature data
over cities of a country is a graph signal. We consider 60 temperature measurements
during the time period of October to December 2015 [SMH]. Let to,n ∈ R45 is the
vector that contains temperatures of 45 cities at a particular day. The corresponding
input vector xn ∈ R45 is true temperature values from the previous day. Our

1The codes used for experiments may be found at:
https://www.kth.se/en/ees/omskolan/organisation/avdelningar/information-science-and-
engineering/research/reproducibleresearch
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Algorithm 1 Multi-kernel regression for graph signal processing
1: Initialize µ(0), ρρρ(0) = 0, λ(0) = 1
2: imax is the maximum number of iterations
3: while i < imax OR ‖ρρρ(i)− ρρρ(i− 1)‖22 > ε do
4: µ(i) = µ(0)/i
5: s(i) = ρρρ(i− 1)− µ(i)∇γ(ρρρ(i− 1))
6: z(i) = arg minz ‖s(i)− z‖22,

subject to ‖z‖1 ≤ R, z � 0
7: Set ν(i) = λ(i−1)−1

λ(i+1) , λ(i) = 1+
√

1+4λ(i−1)2

2 (Nesterov)
8: ρρρ(i) = (1− ν(i))z(i) + ν(i)ρρρ(i− 1) (Nesterov)
9: i→ i+ 1

10: end while

Table 4.1: List of regularization parameter values

N Linear Kernel regression R µ(0)
regression on graph (σ = 1)

(α) (α, β)
4 4.3 (0.02,5.5) 5 0.01
8 4.3 (0.03,5.5) 5 0.01
16 4.3 (0.06,5.5) 5 0.01
30 4.3 (0.1,5.5) 5 0.01

interest is to predict the temperature of cities for the next day from the readings
of current day. For the sake of experiments, we assume that in many applications
the true target values are unknown or can not be observed. We only have access
to noisy targets. To emulate such kind of situations, we deliberately corrupt true
target temperature signal to,n and use the corrupted (noisy) targets for training the
learning algorithms. Then, at the time of testing, we try to predict the true target
and check the robustness of learning algorithms. In this experiment, we generated
noisy targets tn as follows:

tn = to,n + en,
where en denotes the white Gaussian noise at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 0
dB. Let dij denote the geodesic distance between i’th and j’th cities. We construct
the adjacency matrix of the graph by setting

aij = exp
(
−

d2
ij∑

i,j d
2
ij

)
.

We randomly partition the total dataset into two subsets, each subset contains 30
samples. Then we use one dataset for training and the other for testing. We consider
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Figure 4.1: NMSE as function of training sample size at SNR of 0dB.

S = 100 Gaussian kernels where the parameters (variances) are picked in uniform
step size from the span [0.01, 10]. Then we predict to,n using the output yn and
evaluate normalized mean-squared error (NMSE) performance. The NMSE is ob-
tained by averaging over 100 different noise realizations and partitions of the data.
We find that Algorithm 1 typically converges after around 50 steps with ε = 10−4.
We compare the NMSE of our approach with that of the conventional regression
using linear kernel φφφ(x) = x, and kernel regression over graphs [VCH17] with Gaus-
sian kernel with parameter equal to 1. For the conventional regression and kernel
regression with single Gaussian kernel, α and β resulting in the smallest NMSE for
training data are found by exhaustive grid search. For multi-kernel regression, we
set α and β to be the same as those obtained for the single Gaussian kernel. We
consider the case of q = 1 in our experiments in this paper. We also performed
experiments with q = 2, though they are not reported here for brevity. R = 5 is
experimentally found to be a good choice for all training sample sizes. The param-
eters used in the experiments are shown in Table 4.1. The NMSE for testing data
for different approaches is shown in Figure 4.1. We observe that the multi-kernel
approach clearly outperforms the other two approaches particularly at low training
sample sizes. An instance of ρρρ learned for a random data partition is shown in Fig-
ure 4.2, which demonstrates how the kernels that best explain the data are selected
by the algorithm, since we have used q = 1 which is known to promote sparsity.
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Figure 4.2: An instance of ρρρ for the choice q = 1.

4.4 Conclusions

We proposed a multi-kernel regression for targets that are smooth over a given
graph. This was built on our earlier work of kernel regression for smooth signals
over graphs which was shown to outperform conventional kernel regression for small
training sample sizes and under noisy training. Multi-kernel regression was shown
to be a convex optimization problem and some of its properties were studied. We
then proposed an accelerated projected descent for evaluating the optimal kernel
coefficients. Experiments on real-data demonstrated the potential of our approach
for small training sizes and low SNR levels.



Chapter 5

Extreme Learning Machine for
Graph Signal Processing

5.1 Introduction

Extreme learning machines (ELMs) have emerged as an active area of research
within the machine learning community [HZDZ12]. ELMs differ from the traditional
approaches such as neural networks (NNs) and suppor vector machines (SVMs) in
an important respect: the parameters of hidden nodes of the ELM are randomly
generated and the learning takes place only at the output layer or at the extreme
layer by solving a regularized least-squares problem [HDZ10]. As a result, ELM
does not suffer from computational issues that often affect traditional approaches,
making the ELM a fast and effective learning approach. ELM despite its simplicity
has been shown to have high quality performances in classification and regression
tasks, often giving similar or better results in comparison with NNs and SVMs,
while being orders of magnitude faster [HDZ10,HHSY15,MMWSA11,HSL+17]. In
fact, the ELM enjoys universal approximation properties: given mild conditions on
the activation functions, the ELM can be shown to approximate any continuous(in
the case of regression) or piecewise continuous (in the case of classification) target
function as the number of neurons in the hidden layer tends to infinity [HCS06,
HZDZ12]. Though traditionally ELMs have been developed as single-layer feed
forward networks, multi-layer, distributed, and incremental extensions have also
been developed [LZL+17,TDH16,JJZ17].

As with any machine learning paradigm, the performance of the ELM depends
on the nature of the training and testing data. The more abundant and reliable
the training data be, the better the classification or regression performance be.
However, in many applications the training data may be scarce and corrupted by
noise. In such cases, it is important to incorporate additional structures during
the training phase. In this chapter, we propose the use of the emerging notion of
graph signal processing [SNF+13b,SM14a] to enhance the prediction performance
of the ELM in regression tasks. In particular, we consider the target or output of
the ELM to be smooth signals over a graph, and propose ELM for graph signal

63
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hK(x)
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of an extreme learning machine for vector target.

processing (ELMG). Our hypothesis is that such an approach results in improved
prediction performance. Experiments with real-world data show the validity of our
hypothesis. ELMs and graph signal processing have both emerged as directions of
much interest in the respective communities, and we believe that our work is a step
towards bringing them together.

5.2 Preliminaries

5.2.1 Graph signal processing

Consider a graph of M nodes denoted by G = (V, E ,A) where V denotes the
node set, E the edge set, and A = [aij ] the adjacency matrix, aij ≥ 0. Since we
consider only undirected graphs, we have that A is symmetric [Chu97]. A vector
y = [y(1)y(2) · · · y(M)]> ∈ RM is said to be a graph signal over G if y(m) denotes
the value of the signal at the mth node of the graph [SNF+13b, SM14a, SM13a,
SM14c,CSMK15a,CVSK15b]. The smoothness of a graph signal y is measured in
terms of the quadratic form:

l(y) = y>Ly =
∑

(i,j)∈E

aij(y(i)− y(j))2,

where L = D − A is the graph Laplacian matrix, D being the diagonal degree
matrix with ith diagonal given by di =

∑
j aij . l(y) is a measure of variation of

y across connected nodes: the smaller the value of l(y) implies the smoother the
signal y.
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5.2.2 Extreme learning machine

Consider a set of N observations of input and target pairs {(xn,yn)}Nn=1. An ex-
treme learning machine consists of the input layer, an output layer and a hidden
layer of K neurons as shown in Figure 5.1. The kth neuron implements a nonlinear
operation hk(·) on the input and is parameterized by set of variables (ak,bk), that
is,

hk(x) = G(x,ak,bk)

where G(·,a,b) is a parametric scalar function, for example, the sigmoid func-
tion G(x,a, b) = 1

1 + exp (−(a>x + b)) . The functions hk(·) are referred to as the

activation functions. The parameters (ak,bk) are drawn randomly from a known
probability distribution. The weights wm,k corresponds to the regression coefficient
relating the output of the kth neuron to the mth component of the vector out-
put y ∈ RM . ELM models the output or target vector y as the output of linear
regression such that

y = W>h(x) (5.2.1)

where h(x) = [h1(x), h2(x), · · · , hK(x)]>. In the ELM, we learn the regression
matrix W by solving the following regularized least-squares problem:

arg min
W

N∑
n=1
‖tn −W>h(xn)‖22 + αtr(W>W), α ≥ 0 (5.2.2)

where tr(·) denotes the matrix trace operation. Let us define the matrices T and
H such that T = [t1t2 · · · tN ]> and H = [h(x1)h(x2) · · ·h(xN )]>. Then, we have
that

W = arg min
W

(
‖T−HW‖2F + αtr(W>W)

)
, α ≥ 0

where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm. The optimal value of W is obtained
as [HCS06]:

W = (H>H + αIN )−1T. (5.2.3)

Thus, ELM consists of input layer acted upon by activation functions with random
parameters, followed by learning of the regression coefficients at the output layer.

5.3 ELM over graph

We next propose ELM for graph signal processing. We assume that the target
signal t is a graph signal and may be corrupted by noise. Our goal is to learn an
ELM such that the predicted output y is smooth over graph G. We achieve this
goal by enforcing a penalty of the form

∑
n l(yn) while training the ELM. In other

words, we learn the optimal regression coefficients as the minimizer of the following
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optimization problem:

C(W) =
N∑
n=1
‖tn − yn‖22 + αtr(W>W) + β

N∑
n=1

l(yn),

subject to yn = W>h(xn) ∀n, α, β ≥ 0. (5.3.1)

We observe that (5.3.1) is an optimization similar to that in (5.2.2) and therefore
represents an ELM with further regularization: the ELM output is enforced to be
smooth over the graph G. Then, the predicted output for a new input x is given by

y(x) = W>
g h(x),

which we refer to as the output of the ELMG. We next proceed to evaluate the
optimal Wg matrix. Using properties of the matrix trace operation trace(·), we
have that

C(W) = ‖T−HW‖2F + αtr(W>W)

+ β
∑
n

hhh(xn)>WLW>hhh(xn)

= tr((T−HW)>(T−HW)) + αtr(W>W)

+ β
∑
n

hhh(xn)>WLW>hhh(xn)

= tr(T>T)− 2 tr
(
T>HW

)
+ tr(W>H>HW) + α tr(W>W)

+ β tr
(∑

n

hhh(xn)>WLW>hhh(xn)
)

= tr(T>T)− 2 tr
(
T>HW

)
+ tr(W>(H>H + αI)W)

+ β tr
(

WLW>
∑
n

hhh(xn)hhh(xn)>
)

= tr(T>T)− 2 tr
(
T>HW

)
+ tr(W>H>HW)

+ α tr(W>W) + β tr
(
W>H>HWL

)
. (5.3.2)

C(W) is quadratic in W. Hence, we obtain the optimal and unique solution by
setting the gradient of C with respect to W equal to zero. Using matrix derivative
relations [HJ86]

∂

∂W tr (M1W) = M>
1 ,

∂

∂W tr
(
W>M1WM2

)
= M>

1 WM>
2 + M1WM2,
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where M1 and M2 are matrices, and setting ∂C
∂W = 0 we get that

−H>T + H>HW + αW + βH>HWL = 0,
or,

(
H>H + αIK

)
W + βH>HWL = H>T.

(5.3.3)

On rearranging and vectorizing terms in (5.3.3), we have that

vec(H>T)=
[
(IM⊗(H>H+αIK))+(βL⊗H>H)

]
vec(W),

where vec(·) denotes the standard vectorization operator and ⊗ denotes the Kro-
necker product operation [Loa00]. Then, Wg follows the relation:

vec(Wg)=
[
(IM⊗(H>H+αIK))+(βL⊗H>H)

]−1 vec(H>T)
=D−1(I⊗H>)vec(T) (5.3.4)

where D = IM⊗(H>H + αI) + βL⊗H>H. We observe that on setting β = 0 or
L = 0 which corresponds to having no graph, we get that

vec(Wg)=
[
IM⊗(H>H+αIK)

]−1 vec(H>T), or
Wg = (H>H + αIN )−1T.

In other words, ELMG reduces to the standard ELM when β = 0.

5.4 Smoothing effects for ELMG

We next discuss how the ELMG output for training data can be interpreted as
a smoothing action across both observations and graph nodes. We show that the
ELMG performs a shrinkage along the principal components of the graph Laplacian
and kernel matrix. On vectorizing Y = HWg and using (5.3.4), we get that

vec(Y) = (IM ⊗H)vec(Wg)
= (IM ⊗H)D−1(IM ⊗H>)vec(T). (5.4.1)

Let L be diagonalizable with the eigendecomposition:

L = VJLV>,

where JL and V denote the eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices of L, respectively,
such that

V = [v1 v2 · · ·vN ] ∈ RM×M

JL = diag(λ1, λ2, · · · , λN ) ∈ RM×M .
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Further, let H = UΣV>H denote the reduced singular-value decomposition of H
such that

UH = [uH,1 uH,2 · · ·uH,M ] ∈ RM×r

Σ = diag(σ2
1 , σ

2
2 , · · · , σ2

N ) ∈ Rr×r

VH = [vH,1 vH,2 · · ·vH,r] ∈ Rr×Nand

where r denotes the rank of H equal to the number of nonzero singular values, and
Σ is the reduced singular value matrix which is the submatrix with only non-zero
diagonal of the full singular value matrix. Then, we have that

D = IM ⊗ (H>H + αI) + βL⊗H>H
= [(VIMV>)⊗ (VH(Σ2 + αIN )V>H)]

+[β(VJLV>)⊗ (VHΣ2V>H)]
(a)= [(V⊗VH)(IM ⊗ (Σ2 + αIN ))(V> ⊗V>H)]

+[β(V⊗VH)(JL ⊗Σ2)(V> ⊗V>H)]
= (V⊗VH)J(V⊗VH)>,

(5.4.2)

where J = (IM ⊗ (Σ2 +αIN ))+β(JL⊗Σ2) ∈ RMr×Mr. In (5.4.2)(a), we have used
the distributivity of the Kronecker product: (M1 ⊗M2)(M3 ⊗M4) = M1M3 ⊗
M2M4 where {Mi}4i=1 are four matrices. Similarly, we have that

(IM ⊗H) = (VIMV>)⊗ (UHΣV>H)
= (V⊗UH)(IM ⊗Σ)(V> ⊗V>H)

(5.4.3)

Similarly,

(IM ⊗H>) = (V⊗VH)(IM ⊗Σ)(V> ⊗U>H). (5.4.4)

Then, on substituting (5.4.2), (5.4.3), and (5.4.4) in (5.4.1), we get that

vec(Y) = (Z(IM ⊗Σ)J−1(IM ⊗Σ)Z>)vec(T)
= (Z[(IM ⊗ (I + αΣ−2)) + β(JL ⊗ I))]−1Z>)vec(T), (5.4.5)

where Z = V ⊗ UH . Let JF = [(IM ⊗ (I + αΣ−2)) + β(JL ⊗ I))]−1. Then, any
diaognal element ζi of JF is of the form

ζi = [(1 + ασ−2
i2 ) + βλi1]−1 = 1

[(1 + βλi1) + α/σ2
i2] ,

for some i1 ≤M and i2 ≤ N . From (5.4.5), we have that

vec (Y) =
MN∑
i=1

ζiziz>i vec (T) , (5.4.6)
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where zi are column vectors of Z. (5.4.6) expresses the prediction output Y as pro-
jections along the principal directions given by zi = vi1⊗uH,i2 for some i1 ≤M and
i2 ≤ N . In the case when ζi � 1, the component in vec(T) along zi is effectively
eliminated. The principal components corresponding to largest σ2 correspond to
the most informative directions. The components corresponding to smaller σ2 are
usually those of noise with high-frequency components. The eigenvectors of L corre-
sponding to the smaller eigenvalues λ are smooth over the graph [Chu97,SNF+13b].
We observe that the condition ζi � 1 is achieved when corresponding σ2

i1 is small
and/ or λi2 is large. This corresponds to effectively retaining only components in
vec(T) which vary smoothly across the observation inputs {1, · · · , N} and and/ or
smoothly varying across over the M nodes of the graph. The extend of the smooth-
ing achieved depends on the regularization parameters α and β. Thus, ELMG out-
put corresponds to a smoothing or denoising operation over the training targets.

5.5 Experiments

We consider the application of the proposed ELM over graphs to two real-world
graph signal datasets. In each of these datasets, the true targets to,n’s are smooth
graph signals which lie over a specified graph. We assume that the true target
values are not observed and that we have access to only noisy target tn’s and the
corresponding inputs xn’s. In order to simulate such a situation, we deliberately
corrupt the true graph signal targets with additive white Gaussian noise en:

tn = to,n + en.

We then use the noisy targets for training ELM and ELMG. The trained models
are then used to predict targets for inputs from the test dataset. We consider the
following three different activation functions popular in ELM literature:

1. Sigmoid function: G(x,a, b) = 1
1 + exp(−(a>x + b)) .

2. Hardlimit function: G(x,a, b) =
{

1, if a>x + b ≥ 0,
0, otherwise.

3. Gaussian function: G(x,a, b) = exp(−b‖x− a‖22).

The entries of parameters a and b for each of the K neurons are drawn indepen-
dently from the standard normal distribution. The parameters α and β are found
by exhaustive grid search. We compare the prediction performance of both the
strategies in terms of the normalized mean-square error (NMSE) for the test data,
averaged over 100 different dataset partitions and noise realizations. As discussed
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K ELM ELMG ELM ELMG ELM ELMG
N = 4 N = 16 N = 30

Sigmoid function
102 -3.74 -6.58 -7.72 -9.36 -7.87 -8.99
103 -3.78 -6.56 -7.53 -9.05 -7.74 -8.91
104 -3.94 -6.71 -7.63 -9.24 -8.02 -9.10

Hardlimit function
102 -3.55 -7.14 -8.01 -9.30 -7.47 -8.65
103 -3.68 -6.80 -7.75 -9.03 -8.05 -9.15
104 -3.75 -7.10 -7.12 -8.85 -7.90 -9.18

Gaussian function
102 -3.73 -6.34 -7.61 -9.11 -7.77 -8.92
103 -3.66 -6.38 -7.55 -9.17 -7.90 -9.02
104 -3.70 -6.69 -7.58 -9.09 -7.80 -9.00

Table 5.1: NMSE for testing data as a function of K and N for temperature mea-
surements.

earlier, our hypothesis is that graph signal structure helps to improve prediction by
the ELM. Our experiments below show that this is indeed the case1.

5.5.1 Temperature of cities in Sweden

We consider the temperature measurements over the 45 largest cities in Sweden for
the period of October to December 2015. We consider the geodesic graph whose

adjacency matrix is given by aij = exp
(
− d2

ij∑
i,j
d2

ij

)
, where dij is the geodesic

distance between the ith and jth cities. We consider the target to be the vector of
temperature measurements over all 45 cities for a given day and the corresponding
measurements from the previous day as the input x. We construct noisy training
targets by adding white Gaussian noise at a signal-to-noise (SNR) level of 5dB. The
NMSE as a function of N for the sigmoid activation function is plotted in Figure
5.2. We observe that the ELMG outperforms ELM by a signficant margin for all
K, particularly at small sample sizes. As N is increased, the performance of ELM
and ELMG almost coincide. The NMSE obtained for different N and K values for
all the three activation functions is listed in Table 5.1.

1The codes used for experiments may be found at:
https://www.kth.se/en/ees/omskolan/organisation/avdelningar/information-science-and-
engineering/research/reproducibleresearch
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K ELM ELMG ELM ELMG ELM ELMG
N = 10 N = 80 N = 140

Sigmoid function
102 -14.99 -19.24 -23.31 -24.26 -24.86 -25.33
103 -14.95 -19.13 -23.38 -24.26 -25.03 -25.58
104 -14.84 -19.26 -23.66 -24.67 -25.05 -25.72

Hardlimit function
102 -14.99 -19.24 -23.31 -24.26 -24.87 -25.33
103 -14.95 -19.13 -23.38 -24.26 -25.03 -25.58
104 -14.84 -19.26 -23.66 -24.67 -25.05 -25.72

Gaussian function
102 -15.06 -19.05 -23.55 -24.62 -25.68 -26.14
103 -15.02 -19.12 -23.49 -24.57 -25.66 -26.24
104 -15.09 -19.13 -23.56 -24.63 -25.75 -26.30

Table 5.2: NMSE for test set as a function of K and N for cerebellum fMRI data.
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Figure 5.2: NMSE for temperature measurements with sigmoid activation function.

5.5.2 fMRI data for cerebellum

We next consider the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data obtained
for the cerebellum region of the brain used in [BRVS16]2. The data consists of the
intensity values at 4000 different voxels obtained from the fMRI of the cerebel-
lum region. The graph is obtained by mapping the cerebellum voxels anatomically
following the atlas template [BLaV15,DBF+09]. We refer to [BRVS16] for details

2The data is available publicly at https://openfmri.org/dataset/ds000102.
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Figure 5.3: NMSE on for fMRI measurements with sigmoid activation function.

of graph construction and associated signal extraction. We consider the first 1000
nodes in our analysis. Our goal is to use the intensity values at the first 100 vertices
as input x ∈ R100 and make predictions for the remaining 900 vertices, which forms
the output t ∈ R900. We have a total of 295 graph signals corresponding to different
measurements from a single subject. We use a one half of the data for training and
the other half for testing. As with the earlier experiment, we construct noisy train-
ing targets at a signal-to-noise (SNR) level of 5dB. The NMSE of the prediction
mean for testing data, averaged over 100 different random partitions of the dataset
and different realizations of a,b and noise, for the three activation functions is
listed in Table 5.2. As also seen from Figure 5.3, the trend remains the same as
like the case of temperature data: ELMG outperforms ELM when the number of
training samples is small, irrespective of the activation function and the number of
neurons K.

5.6 Conclusions

We bring together extreme learning machines and graph signal processing. Using
the assumption that the signal to be predicted is smooth over a graph, the relevant
regression problem uses graph-Laplacian matrix as well as a kernel between the
observed inputs. The resulting solution has an interpretation of providing simulta-
neous smoothness across training samples and across graph nodes. Our hypothesis
– the graph knowledge will improve performance of extreme learning machine – is
verified by experiments on real data.



Chapter 6

Gaussian Processes for Signals
over Graphs

6.1 Introduction

Gaussian processes are a natural extension of the ubiquitous kernel regression to
the Bayesian setting where the regression parameters are modelled as random
variables with a Gaussian prior distribution [RW05]. Given the training obser-
vations, Gaussian processes generate posterior probabilities of the target or out-
put for new inputs or observations, as a function of the training data and the
input kernel function [Bis06]. Gaussian process models and its variants have been
applied in a number of diverse fields such as model predictive control and sys-
tem analysis [CLA17], [CKHV15a, SK17, SD15, CKHV15b], latent variable mod-
els [SWHT17,Law05,CK15,CKHV15c], multi-task learning [CK15,YTS05,BCW08],
image analysis and synthesis [WGZL17, HS11, KKT+15, dQC17], speech process-
ing [KNK14,KOK16,MKK17], and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [SEÖK17,
BPAB17]. Gaussian processes have also been extended to a non-stationary regres-
sion setting [MGLGFV16, MGLGFV14, CD12] and for regression over complex-
valued data [BAPM15]. Recently, Gaussian processes were shown to be useful in
training and analysis of deep neural networks, and that a Gaussian process can
be viewed as a neural network with a single infinite-dimensional layer of hidden
units [DL12, CBMF16]. The prediction performance of the Gaussian process de-
pends on the availability of training data, progressively improving as the training
data size is increased. In many applications, however, we are required to make
predictions using a limited number of observations which may be further corrupted
with observation noise. For such cases, providing additional structure helps improve
the prediction performance of the GP significantly. In this chapter, we advocate the
use of graph signal processing for improving prediction performance in the lack of
sufficient and reliable training data.

We propose Gaussian processes by incorporating the apriori knowledge that the
vector-valued target or output vectors lie over an underlying graph. This forms
a natural Bayesian extension of the kernel regression for graph signals proposed

73
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recently in [VCH17]. In particular, the target vectors are enforced to follow a pre-
specified profile in terms of the graph Fourier coefficients, such being lowpass,
bandpass, or high-pass. We show that this in turn translates to a specific structure
on the prior distribution of the target vectors. We derive the predictive distri-
bution for a general input given the training observations, and prove that graph
signal structure leads to decrease in variance of the predictive distribution. Our
hypothesis is that incorporating the graph structure would boost the prediction
performance. We validate our hypothesis on various real-world datasets such as
temperature measurements, flow-cytometry data, functional MRI data, and tracer
diffusion experiment for air pollution studies. Though we consider GPG mainly for
undirected graphs characterized by the graph-Laplacian in our analysis, we also
discuss how our approach may be extended to handle directed graphs using an
appropriate regularization.

6.2 Preliminaries on Graph Signal Processing

Graph signal processing or signal processing over graphs deals with extension of
several traditional signal processing methods while incorporating the graph struc-
tural information [SM13a,SNF+13b]. This includes signal analysis concepts such as
Fourier transforms [SRV12], filtering [SM13a, SM14a], wavelets [HVG11,WDB06],
filterbanks [SRV16c,TV17a], multiresolution analysis [NO13,VCH15c,VCH16], de-
noising [DOM16,OOYT16], and dictionary learning [TDF14, YE16], and station-
ary signal analysis [Gir15a, Gir15b]. Spectral clustering and principal component
analysis approaches based on graph signal filtering have also been proposed re-
cently [TB15, SPK+16]. Several approaches have been proposed for learning the
graph directly from data [DTFV14,LRG+13]. Recently, kernel regression based ap-
proaches have also been developed for graph signals [VCH17,RMG17,RMG16]. We
now briefly review the relevant concepts from graph signal processing which will be
used in our analysis and development. This review has been included to keep this
chapter self-contained.

6.2.1 Graph Laplacian and graph Fourier spectrum

Consider an undirected graph with M nodes and adjacency matrix A. The (i, j)th
entry of A denotes the strength of the edge between the ith and jth nodes, A(i, j) =
0 denoting absence of edge. Since the graph is undirected, we have symmetric edge-
weights or A = A>. The graph-Laplacian matrix L is defined as L = D−A,
where D is the diagonal degree matrix with ith diagonal element given by the
sum of the elements in the ith row of A [Chu97]. L is symmetric for an undirected
graph and by construction has nonnegative eigenvalues with the smallest eigenvalue
being equal to zero. A graph signal y = [y(1) y(2) · · · y(M)]> ∈ RM is an M -
dimensional vector such that y(i) denotes the value of the signal at the ith node,
where > denotes transpose operation. The smoothness of y is measured using l(y) =
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y>Ly
y>y = 1

y>y
∑

A(i,j)6=0

A(i, j)(y(i)− y(j))2. The quantity l(y) is small when y takes

the similar value across all connected nodes, in agreement with what one intuitively
expects of a smooth signal. Similarly, y is a high-frequency or non-smooth signal
if it has dissimilar values across connected nodes, or equivalently a large value of
l(y).

The eigenvectors of the graph-Laplacian are used to define the notion of fre-
quency of graph signals. Let {λi}Mi=1 and {vi}Mi=1 ∈ RM denote the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of L, respectively. Then, the eigenvalue decomposition of L is

L = VJLV>, (6.2.1)

where JL is the diagonal eigenvalue matrix of L, such that

V = [v1 v2 · · ·vM ] and JL = diag(λ1, λ2, · · · , λM ),

It is standard practice to order the eigenvectors vi of the graph-Laplacian according
to their smoothness in terms of l(vi). The eigenvectors vi are referred to as the
graph Fourier transform (GFT) basis vectors since they generalize the notion of
the discrete Fourier transform [SNF+13b]. Let λi denote the ith eigenvalue of L
ordered as 0 = λ1 ≤ λ2 · · · ≤ λM . Then, we observe that l(vi) = λi. In other
words, the eigenvectors corresponding to smaller λi vary smoothly over the graph
and those with large λi exhibit more variation across the graph. This in turn gives
an intuitive frequency ordering of the GFT basis vectors. The GFT coefficients of
a graph signal x are defined as the inner product of the signal with the GFT basis
vectors V, that is, the GFT coefficient vector x̂ is defined as:

x̂ = V>x.

The inverse GFT is then given by x = Vx̂. A graph signal may then be low-pass
or smooth, high-pass, band-pass, or band-stop according to the distribution of its
GFT coefficients in x̂.

6.2.2 Generative model for graph signals
We now derive the expressions for the graph signal of a particular GFT profile
closest to any given signal, which shall be used in our analysis later. For any signal
y, a graph signal with a specified graph frequency profile yg closest to y can be
obtained by solving the following generative model

yg = arg min
z
‖y− z‖22 + α‖Jpẑ‖22, α ≥ 0

where ẑ = V>z is the GFT of z and Jp = diag(J(1), J(2), · · · , J(M)) is the diagonal
matrix whose values penalize or promote specific GFT coefficients. For example,
if z is to have energy predominantly in GFT vectors with indices {i, j, k, l}, we
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set the corresponding diagonal entries of Jp to zero and assign large values to the
remaining diagonal entries. From the properties of the GFT, we have that

‖Jpẑ‖22 = ẑ>J2
pẑ = z>VJ2

pV>z = z>Gz,

where G = VJ2
pV>. Then, the generative model is equivalently expressible as:

yg = arg min
z
‖y− z‖22 + αz>Gz, α ≥ 0. (6.2.2)

Since all the eigenvalues of G are nonnegative, G is positive semidefinite giving the
unique closed-form solution for yg as

yg = (IM + αG)−1 y. (6.2.3)

We note that most graph signals encountered in practice are usually smooth over the
associated graph. One of the simplest cases of generating a smooth graph signal is to
penalize the frequencies linearly by setting J(i) =

√
λi. This in turn corresponds to

G = VJLT> = L and the smooth graph signal then becomes yg = (IM + αL)−1 y.

6.3 Gaussian process over graph

We first develop Bayesian linear regression over graph and then proceed to develop
a Gaussian process over graph.

6.3.1 Bayesian linear regression over graph

We now propose linear regression over graphs. Let {xn}Nn=1 denote the set of N
input observations, n = 1, · · · , N and tn ∈ RM denote the corresponding vector
target values. We model the target as the output of a linear regression such that

tn = y(xn,W) + en, (6.3.1)

where en denotes the additive noise vector following a zero mean isotropic Gaussian
distribution, that is,

p(en) = N (en|0, β−1IM ). (6.3.2)

Here IM denotes the identity matrix of dimension M and β is the precision param-
eter for the noise. The signal y is

y(xn,W) = W>φφφ(xn) , yn,

where φφφ(x) ∈ RK is a function of x, W ∈ RK×M denotes the regression coefficient
matrix. We further consider an isotropic Gaussian prior with precision γ for the
entries of W. Let us use the notation w̃ , vec(W) where vec(W) denotes the
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vectorization of W obtained by concatenating the columns of W into a single
vector. Then, we have that

p(w̃) = N (w̃|0, γ−1IKM ). (6.3.3)

Our principal assumption is that the predicted target vector or regression output
yn has a graph Fourier spectrum as characterized by the diagonal spectrum matrix
Jp. However, yn is not necessarily satisfy this requirement for an arbitrary choice of
W, since φφφ(·) is also fixed apriori and has not been assumed to be graph-specific. It
becomes clear then that the prior on w̃ should be chosen in a way that it promotes
yn to have the required graph Fourier spectrum. We next discuss our strategy for
formulating such a prior distribution. Given the regression output yn generated
using a fixed W drawn from (6.3.3), the graph signal yg,n closest to yn is obtained
by using the generative model (6.2.2) with the following result

yg,n = (IM + αG)−1 yn
= (IM + αG)−1 W>φφφ(xn)
= W>

g φφφ(xn),

where Wg , W (IM + αG)−1. Let B = (IM + αG)−1, then we have that

Wg = WB. (6.3.4)

Thus, we note that regression of φφφ(x) with regression coefficient matrix Wg pro-
duces graph signals possessing the desired graph Fourier profile. In the case of
G = L, this is the same as regression output being smooth over the graph. On vec-
torizing both sides of (6.3.4) and using properties of the Kronecker product [Loa00],
we get that

w̃g , vec(Wg) = vec(WB) = (B⊗ IK)w̃,

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product operation. Note that B is symmetric as L
and hence, G is symmetric. Since p(w̃) = N (vec(w̃)|0, γ−1IKM ), we get that w̃g

is distributed according to

p(w̃g) = N (w̃g|0, γ−1(B2 ⊗ IK)). (6.3.5)
This in turn implies that choosing a prior for the regression coefficients of the form
(6.3.5) yields graph signals with specified graph Fourier spectrum over the graph
with the Laplacian matrix L. We then pose the regression problem (6.3.6) in the
following form

tn = yg(xn,Wg) + e′n,
We assume that e′n follows the same distribution of en in (6.3.6). Then, the condi-
tional distribution of tn is given by

p(tn|X,Wg, β) = N (tn|W>
g φφφ(xn), β−1IM ). (6.3.6)
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We define the matrices Φ, Yg, and T as follows:

Φ = [φφφ(x1)φφφ(x2) · · ·φφφ(xN )]>,
Yg = [yg,1 yg,2 · · ·yg,N ]T ,
T = [t1 t2 · · · tN ]T .

On accumulating all the observations we have

t̃ = ỹg + ẽ (6.3.7)

where t̃ , vec(T), ỹg , vec(Yg) and ẽ is the noise term. Dropping the dependency
of the distribution on X,Wg, β for brevity, we have that

p(t̃) = N (t̃|ỹ, β−1IMN ). (6.3.8)

Since Yg = ΦWg, we have that

ỹ = vec(ΦWg) = vec(ΦWB)
= (B> ⊗Φ)vec(W) = (B⊗Φ)w̃.

The prior distribution of ỹ is then a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean
and covariance given by

E{ỹ} = (B⊗Φ)E{w̃} = 0, (6.3.9)
E{ỹỹ>} = (B⊗Φ)E{w̃w̃>}(B⊗Φ)>

= γ−1(B⊗Φ)(B> ⊗Φ>) = γ−1(B2 ⊗ΦΦ>).

We refer to this model as Bayesian linear regression over graph.

6.3.2 Gaussian process over graph
We next develop Gaussian process over graphs (GPG). We first note the existence
of ΦΦ> in (6.3.9) and that the input xn enters the equation only in the form of
inner products of φφφ(·). The inner product φφφ(xn)>φφφ(xm) is a measure of similarity
between the mth and nth inputs. Keeping this in mind, one may generalize the
inner-product φφφ(xm)>φφφ(xn) to any valid kernel function [Bis06] k(xm,xn) of the
inputs xm and xn. The kernel matrix is denoted by K = γ−1ΦΦ>, and its (m,n)th
entry is k(xm,xn). Following (6.3.7), (6.3.8), and (6.3.9) we find that t̃ is Gaussian
distributed with zero mean and following covariance

Cg,N = (B2 ⊗K) + β−1IMN , (6.3.10)

where we use the first subscript g to denote the graph, and the second subscript
N to show explicit dependency on N observations. With (N + 1) samples, we have
that

Cg,N+1 =
[

Cg,N D
D> F

]
,

where
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D = B2 ⊗ k,

k = [k(xN+1,x1), k(xN+1,x2), · · · , k(xN+1,xN )]>, and

F = k(xN+1,xN+1)B2 + β−1IM .

Then, using properties of conditional probability for jointly Gaussian vectors [Bis06],
we have the predictive distribution of GPG as follows

p(tN+1|t1, · · · , tN ) = N (tN+1|µµµN+1,ΣN+1), (6.3.11)

where

µµµN+1 = D>C−1
g,N t̃ and ΣN+1 = F−D>C−1

g,ND.

We note that in the case of completely disconnected graph, which corresponds to
the conventional Gaussian process (GP), the graph adjacency matrix is equal to
the identity matrix and correspondingly, L = 0. Then, the covariance of the joint
distribution of t̃ is given by

Cc,N = (IM ⊗K) + β−1IMN ,

where the subscript c denotes it being the conventional Gaussian process. Corre-
spondingly, the predictive distribution of tN+1 is given by

p(tN+1|t1, · · · , tN ) = N (tN+1|µµµc,N+1,Σc,N+1),

where

µµµc,N+1 = D>c C−1
c,N t̃,

Σc,N+1 = Fc −D>c C−1
c,NDc,

Dc = IM ⊗ k,

Fc = (k(xN+1,xN+1) + β−1)IM .

We note that since Bayesian linear regression on graphs developed in Section A is
a special case of the Gaussian process on graphs with kernels, we shall refer to the
former as Gaussian process-Linear (GPG-L) and the latter as Gaussian process-
Kernel (GPG-K). Correspondingly, we refer to the conventional versions as GP-L,
and GP-K, respectively.

We next show that use of graph information reduces the variance of the predic-
tive distribution. This implies that the GPG models the observed training samples
better than conventional GP.

Theorem 6.3.1 (Reduction in variance). Graph structure reduces the variance of
the marginal distribution p(t̃), that is, GPG results in smaller variance of p(t̃) than
GP:

tr (Cc,N ) > tr (Cg,N ) .
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Proof. In order to prove the result, we need to show that the trace of ∆CN :=
Cc,N −Cg,N is nonnegative. Using the properties of trace operation, we have that

tr(∆CN ) = tr(Cc,N −Cg,N )
= tr((IM −B2)⊗K) = tr(IM −B2)tr(K)

Since K is positive semidefinite by construction as a kernel matrix, we have that
tr(∆CN ) ≥ 0 if and only if tr(IM − B2) ≥ 0. Let {θi}Ni=1 and {ui}Ni=1 ∈ RN
denote the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of K, respectively. Then, the eigenvalue
decomposition of G and K are given by

G = VJGV>, K = UJKU>,

where JK and JG denote the diagonal eigenvalue matrix of K and G, respectively,
such that

V = [v1 v2 · · ·vM ]
JG = diag(J2(1), J2(2), · · · , J2(M)),
U = [u1 u2 · · ·uN ] and

JK = diag(θ1, θ2, · · · , θN ).

Since JG = J2
p = diag(J2(1), J2(2), · · · J2(M)), we have

tr(IM −B2) > 0,
tr(IM −V (I + αJG)−2 V>) ≥ 0,

tr(IM − (IM + αJG)−2) ≥ 0,
M∑
i=1

(
1− 1

(1 + αJ(i))2

)
≥ 0.

Let s denote the graph eigenvalue index corresonding to the denote the small-
est non-zero diagonal value in Jp, the value given by J(s). Then, we have that

1
(1 + αJ2(i)) ≤

1
(1 + αJ2(s)) ∀J

2(i) 6= 0. Then, a sufficient condition to ensure

tr(IM −B2) ≥ 0 is to impose that

(1 + αJ2(s))−2 ≤ 1,
(1 + αJ2(s)) ≥ 1,

αJ2(s) ≥ 0.

A graph with atleast one connected subgraph has atleast one eigenvalue of L strictly
greater than 0 [Chu97]. Thus, barring the completely disconnected graph and the
pathological case of Jp = 0 (or G = 0), any graph with connections across nodes
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results in αJ2(s) > 0 or in other words that the variance strictly reduces in com-
parison with the conventional regression, that is,

tr(∆CN ) > 0.

In other words, introducing non-zero connections among the nodes ensures that the
marginal variance is strictly lesser than that obtained for the conventional regression
case. We also note that in order for the reduction in variance to be significant, λs
must be large, which in turn implies that the connected communities within the
graph must have strong algebraic connectivity [Chu97]. In the case of regression
output being smooth graph signals in the sense of G = L, we have that J2(i) = λi
and s = K for a graph with K-connected components or disjoint subgraphs. This
is because the number of zero eigenvalues of L is equal to the nunber of connected
components in the graph [Chu97,GR01].

An immediate consequence of the Theorem is the following important Corrollary
which informs us that the variance of the predicted target reduces when the graph
signal structure is employed:

Corollary 6.3.1 (Reduction in predictive variance). GPG-K with a non-trivial
graph has strictly smaller predictive variance than GPG-K, that is,

tr (Σc,N+1) > tr (Σg,N+1) .

Proof. We are required to prove that tr (Σc,N+1 −Σg,N+1) > 0, or equivalently
that ∆ΣΣΣ := Σc,N+1 − Σg,N+1 is a positive semidefinite matrix. We notice that
∆CN+1 is given by

∆CN+1 =
[

∆CN Dc −D
D>c −D> Fc − F

]
.

We observe that ∆ΣΣΣN+1 is then the Schur complement of Fc−F in ∆CN+1. Since
the Schur complement of a positive-definite matrix is also positive-definite [HJ12],
and we have already proved that ∆CN+1 is positive-definite from Theorem 1, it
follows that

tr (Σc,N+1 −Σg,N+1) > 0, or tr (Σg,N+1) < tr (Σc,N+1) .

By the preceding analysis, we also observe that the variance of the joint distri-
bution Cg,N+1, and hence, that of ΣΣΣg,N+1 is inversely related to the graph regular-
ization parameter α. This is because a large α implies a small value of 1

1 + αJ2(i)
for all i, and therefore, a small value of tr(Cg,N+1).
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6.3.3 On the mean vector of predictive distribution
We now show that the mean of predictive distribution is a graph signal with a graph
Fourier spectrum which adheres to the condition imposed by Jp. We demonstrate
this by computing the graph Fourier spectrum of the predictive mean. Using the
eigendecompostions of G and K, we have that

µµµN+1 = D>C−1
g,N t̃

= D>(B2 ⊗K + β−1IMN )−1t̃
= D>(V (I + αJG)−2 V> ⊗UJKU> + β−1IMN )−1t̃
= D>(V⊗U)J(V> ⊗U>)t̃ = D>(ZJZ>)t̃

= D>
MN∑
i=1

ηiρizi

where

J = ((I + αJG)−2 ⊗ JK + β−1IMN )−1,

ηi is the ith diagonal element of J,

Z = V⊗U,

zi denotes the ith column vector of Z, and

ρi = z>i t̃.

Since the ηi is a function of some i1th eigenvalue of L and i2th eigenvalue of K,
we shall alternatively use the notation ηi1,i2 to be more specific in the following
analysis. Similarly, ρi expressed as ρi1,i2 and the eigenvectors zi = vi1 ⊗ ui2. The
component of the prediction mean along the graph eigenvector vk (or the kth graph
frequency) is then given by

µµµ>N+1vk =
MN∑
i=1

ηiρiz>i Dvk =
MN∑
i=1

ηiρiz>i (B2 ⊗ k)vk

=
MN∑
i=1

ηiρi(v>i1 ⊗ u>i2)(B⊗ k)vk

=
MN∑
i=1

ηiρi(v>i1B⊗ u>i2k)vk

=
MN∑
i=1

ηiρi(v>i1V (I + αJG)−2 V> ⊗ u>i2k)vk

=
M∑
i1=1

N∑
i2=1

ηi1,i2ρi1,i2((1 + αJ2(i1))−2v>i1 ⊗ u>i2k)vk
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=
M∑
i1=1

N∑
i2=1

ηi1,i2ρi1,i2u>i2k(1 + αJ2(i1))−2(v>i1)vk

=
N∑
i2=1

ηk,i2ρk,i2u>i2k(1 + αJ2(k))−2v>k vk

= 1
(1 + αJ2(k))2

MN∑
i=1

ηk,i2ρk,i2u>i2k

= 1
(1 + αJ2(k))2

N∑
l=1

ρk,i2u>i2k
βθi2(1 + αJ2(k))2

βθi2 + (1 + αJ(k))2

=
N∑
i2=1

ρk,i2u>i2k
βθi2

βθi2 + (1 + αJ2(k))2 .

We observe that a nonzero α reduces or shrinks the contribution from the graph-
frequencies corresponding to larger J2(k), in comparison with the conventional
mean obtained by setting α = 0. In the case of smooth graph signals, we have
J2(k) = λk implying that the prediction mean has lower contributions from higher
graph-frequencies, which in turn shows that GPG performs a noise-smoothening by
making use of the graph topology. However, this does not imply that the value of α
may be set to be arbitrarily large. A large α will in turn force the resulting target
predictions to lie close to the smoother eigenvectors of L, which is not desirable
since it reduces the learning ability of the GP. We note that since GPG-L is a
special case of the GPG-K, Theorem 1 and the analysis following it apply directly
also to GPG-L.

6.3.4 Extension for directed graphs
In our analysis, we have assumed the underlying graph for the target vectors to be
undirected and hence, characterized by the symmetric positive semidefinite graph-
Laplacian matrix L. We now discuss how GPG may be derived for the case of
directed graphs, that is, when the adjacency matrix of the graph is assymetric.
In the case of directed graphs, the following metric is popular for quantifying the
smoothness of the graph signals:

MSg(y) = ‖y−Ay‖22,

where y and A denote the graph signal and adjacency matrix, respectively, the
adjacency matrix assumed to be normalized to have maximum eigenvalue modulus
equal to unity [SM13a]. A signal y is smooth over a directed graph if it has a small
MSg value. This is because MSg measures the difference between the signal and
its one-step diffused or ’graph-shifted’ version, thereby measuring the difference
between the signal value at each node and its neighbours, weighted by the strength
of the edge between the nodes. In the case of directed graphs, we may adopt the
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same approach as that of the undirected graph case with one important distinction:
instead of solving (6.2.2), we now solve the following problem for each observation:

y′n = arg min
z
‖yn − z‖22 + αMSg(z),

= arg min
z
‖yn − z‖22 + αz>(I−A)>(I−A)z,

Then, we have that

y′n =
(
IM + α(I−A)>(I−A)

)−1 yn.

Using a similar analysis as with the undirected graph case, we arrive at the following
Gaussian process model:

t̃ = ỹ + ẽ,

where ỹ is distributed according to the prior:

p(ỹ) = N (ỹ|0, (B2
d ⊗K)),

where Bd =
(
IM + α(I−A)>(I−A)

)−1. By following similar analysis as with
the undirected graphs, it is possible to show that the variance of the predictive
distribution reduces using GPG and that the predictive mean is smooth over the
graph. In the interest of space and to avoid repetition, we do not include the analysis
for directed graphs here.

6.4 Experiments

We consider application of GPG to various real-world signal examples. For the
examples, we consider undirected graphs. Our interest is to compute the predictive
distribution (6.3.11) given the noisy targets T and the corresponding inputs X.
Our assumption is that a target vector is smooth over an underlying graph. We use
the graph-regularization with G = L. To evaluate the prediction performance, we
use the normalized-mean-square-error (NMSE) defined as follows:

NMSE = 10 log10

(
E‖Y−T0‖2F
E‖T0‖2F

)
,

where Y denotes the mean of the predictive distribution and T0 the true value of
target matrix, that means T0 does not contain any noise. The noisy target matrix
T is generated obtained by adding white Gaussian noise with precision parameter
β to T0. In the case of real-world examples, we compare the performance of the
following cases:

1. GP with linear regression (GP-L): km,n = γ−1φφφ(xm)>φφφ(xn), where φφφ(x) = x
and α = 0,
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2. GPG with linear regression (GPG-L): km,n = γ−1φφφ(xm)>φφφ(xn) and α > 0,
where φφφ(x) = x,

3. GP with kernel regression (GP-K): Using radial basis function (RBF) kernel

km,n = γ−1 exp
(
−‖xm − xn‖22

σ2

)
and α = 0, and

4. GPG with kernel regression over graphs (GPG-K): Using RBF kernel

km,n = γ−1 exp
(
−‖xm − xn‖22

σ2

)
and α > 0.

We use five-fold cross-validation to obtain the values of regularization parameters α
and γ. We set the kernel parameter σ2 =

∑
m,n

‖xm−xn‖22. We perform experiments

under various signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) levels, and choose the precision parameter
β accordingly.

6.4.1 Prediction for fMRI in cerebellum graph
We first consider the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data obtained
for the cerebellum region of brain [BRVS16]1. The original graph consists of 4465
nodes corresponding to different voxels of the cerebellum region. The voxels are
mapped anatomically following the atlas template [BLaV15, DBF+09]. We refer
to [BRVS16] for details of graph construction and associated signal extraction. We
consider a subset of the first 100 vertices in our analysis. Our goal is to use the first
ten vertices as input x ∈ R10 to make predictions for remaining 90 vertices, which
forms the output t ∈ R90. Thus, the target signals lie over a graph of dimension
M = 90. The corresponding adjacency matrix is shown in Figure 6.1(a). We have
a total of 295 graph signals corresponding to different measurements from a single
subject. We use a portion of the signals for training and the remaining for testing.
We construct noisy training targets by adding white Gaussian noise at SNR-levels
of 10 dB and 0 dB. The NMSE of the prediction mean for testing data, averaged
over 100 different random choices of training and testing sets is shown in 6.1(b) and
(c); this is Monte Carlo simulation to check robustness. We observe that for both
linear and kernel regression cases, GPG outperforms GP by a significant margin,
particularly at small training data sizes as expected. The trend is also similar when
larger subsets of nodes from the full set are considered. The results are not reported
here for brevity and to avoid repetition.

6.4.2 Prediction for temperature data
We next apply GPG on temperature measurements from the 45 most populated
cities in Sweden for a period of three months from October to December 2017.

1The data is available publicly at https://openfmri.org/dataset/ds000102.
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Figure 6.1: Results for the cerebellum data (a) Adjacency matrix, (b) NMSE for
testing data as a function of training data size at SNR=10dB, and (c) at SNR=0dB.

The data is available publicly from the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological
Institute [SMH]. Our goal is to perform one-day temperature prediction: given the
temperature data for a particular day xn, we predict the temperature for the next
day tn. We have 90 input-target data pairs in total, of which one half is used for
training and the rest for testing. We consider the geodesic graph in our analysis
with the (i, j)th entry of the graph adjacency matrix A is given by

A(i, j) = exp
(
−

d2
ij∑

i,j d
2
ij

)
,

where dij denotes the geodesic distance between the ith and jth cities. In order to
remove self loops, the diagonal of A is set to zero. We generate noisy training data
by adding zero-mean white Gaussian noise at SNR of 5 dB and 0 dB to the true
temperature measurements. In Figure 6.2, we show the NMSE obtained for testing
data by averaging over 100 different random partitioning of the total dataset into
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Figure 6.2: Results for the temperature data (a) Adjacency matrix, (b) NMSE for
testing data as a function of training data size at SNR=5dB, and (c) at SNR=0dB.

training and testing datasets. We observe that GPG outperforms GP for both linear
and kernel regression cases.

6.4.3 Prediction for flow-cytometry data

We now consider the application of GPG to flow-cytometry data considered by
Sachs et al. [SPP+05] which consists of response or signalling level of 11 proteins
in different experiment cells. Since the protein signal values have a large dynamic
range and are all positive values, we perform experiments on signals obtained by
taking a logarithm with the base of 10 for reducing the dynamic range. We use the
first 1000 measurements in our analysis. We use the symmetricized version of the
directed unweighted acyclic graph proposed by Sachs et al. [SPP+05]. Among the
11 proteins, we choose proteins 10 and 11 arbitrarily as input to make predictions
for the remaining 9 proteins which forms the target vector yn ∈ R7 lying on a graph
of M = 7 nodes. We perform the experiment 100 times in Monte Carlo simulation,
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Number 1 2 3 4 5 6
Name praf pmek plcg PIP2 PIP3 p44/42

Number 7 8 9 10 11
Name pjnk pakts473 PKA PKC P38

Table 6.1: Names of different proteins that represent the nodes of the graph con-
sidered in Section IV-D.
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Figure 6.3: Results for flow-cytometry data (a) Adjacency matrix, (b) NMSE for
testing data as a function of training data size at SNR=5dB, and (c) at SNR=0dB.
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Figure 6.4: Results for ETEX data (a) Schematic showing the ground stations for
the experiment, (b) NMSE for testing data as a function of training data size at
SNR=5 dB, and (c) at SNR=0 dB.

where we random divide the total dataset into training and testing datasets. The
average NMSE for testing datasets is shown in Figure 6.3 at SNR levels of 5 dB
and 0 dB. We once again observe the same trend that GPG outperforms GP for
both linear and kernel cases at low sample sizes corrupted with noise.

6.4.4 Prediction for atmospheric tracer diffusion data

Our next experiment is on the atmospheric tracer diffusion measurements obtained
from the European Tracer Experiment (ETEX) which tracked the concentration
of perfluorocarbon tracers released into the atmosphere starting from a fixed loca-
tion (Rennes, France) [ETE]. The observations were collected from two experiments
over a span of 72 hours at 168 ground stations over Europe, giving two sets of 30
measurements, in total 60 measurements. Our goal is to predict the tracer concen-
trations on one half (84) of the total ground stations, using the concentrations at
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the remaining locations. The target signal tn is then a graph signal over a graph
of M = 84 nodes where n denotes the measurement index. The corresponding in-
put vector xn is also of length 84. We illustrate the ground station locations in a
schematic in Figure 6.4 (a). The output nodes which correspond to the the tar-
get are shown in red markers with corresponding edges, whereas the rest of the
markers denote the input. We simulate noisy training by adding white Gaussian
noise at different SNR levels to the training data. We consider a geodesic distance
based graph. The graph is constructed in the same manner like the graph used in
the temperature data experiment previously. We randomly divide the total dataset
of 60 samples equally into training and test datasets. We compute the NMSE for
the different approaches by averaging over 100 different randomly drawn training
subsets of size N from the full training set of size Nts = 30. We plot the NMSE as
a function of N in Figures 6.4(b)-(c) at SNR levels of 5dB and 0dB. We observe
that graph structure enhances the prediction performance signficantly under noisy
and low sample size conditions.

6.5 Reproducible research

In the spirit of reproducible research, all the codes relevant to the experiments in this
chapter are made available at https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Arun_Venkitaraman
and https://www.kth.se/ise/research/reproducibleresearch-1.433797.

6.6 Conclusions

We developed Gaussian processes for signals over graphs by employing a graph-
Laplacian based regularization. The Gaussian process over graphs was shown to
be a consistent generalization of the conventional Gaussian process, and that it
provably results in a reduction of uncertainty in the output prediction. This in turn
implies that the Gaussian process over graph is a better model for target vectors
lying over a graph in comparison to the conventional Gaussian process. This ob-
servation is important in cases when the available training data is limited in both
quantity and quality. Our expectation and motivation was that incorporating the
graph structural information would help the Gaussian process make better predic-
tions, particularly in absence sufficient and reliable training data. The experimental
results with the real-world graph signals illustrated that this is indeed the case.



Chapter 7

A Connectedness Constraint for
Learning Sparse Graphs

7.1 Introduction

Graphs are naturally sparse objects which describe relations between different data
sources. Graphs are classically used in network problems, such as distributed es-
timation [Var97, Say13, BPC+11, BDX04]. Other examples are webpage ranking
[PBMW99,LM11] and relations in social networks [SM14b,SM13b]. More recently,
graphs have been used to generalize signal processing concepts, such as transforms,
to signals defined on graphs [SM14b,CSMK15b,VCH15a,SM14d,SM13b,SNF+13a].
Often, the graph in question is sparse. For example, in social networks, there are
many users and each user is only connected to few other users, resulting in a sparse
graph. In many applications, the graph is not given a-priori but needs to be learned
from data [FHT08,MM15,LFJ12,GMB14,XTFV14,HIS15]. When learning sparse
graphs, one challenge is that promoting sparsity may make the graph disconnected.
Connectedness is hard to incorporate as it is often treated as a combinatorial prop-
erty [HIS15]. In this chapter we show that connectedness is an analytical property
that can be formulated as a convex constraint and subsequently be used efficiently
in learning.

7.1.1 Preliminaries and notations

A graphG = (V, E ,A) is commonly defined as a set of nodes/vertices V = {1, 2, . . . , N}
and edges E ⊂ [N ]× [N ] together with an adjacency matrix A ∈ RN×N . Two nodes
k ∈ V and l ∈ V share an edge if (k, l) ∈ E . The elements of the adjacency matrix
describes the strength of the connection between two nodes. The relation between
E and A is: (k, l) ∈ E ⇔ Akl 6= 0. For undirected graphs, the adjacency matrix A
is symmetric. In this chapter, we consider real symmetric adjacency matrices with
non-negative components.

We denote the matrix determinant by det(·), the matrix trace by tr(·). We use �
(�) to denote positive (semi) definiteness of symmetric matrices and ≥ to denote

91
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Problem g(A) s(A) constraints
Consensus µ(A) ||A||1 − tr(A) A1 = 1, A ≥ 0,

= max{λ2(A),−λN (A)} Aij = 0 for (i, j) /∈ E
Graphical tr(R̂A)− log det(A) ‖A‖1 A � 0
LASSO
SPG tr(XLX>) ‖A‖1 L = diag(A1)−A

Table 7.1: Few examples of g(A), s(A) and constraints that can be used in (7.1.1).

element-wise greater or equal. We use 1 = (1, 1, 1, ... , 1> ∈ RN to denote the
vector consisting of only ones and IN to denote the N × N identity matrix. The
k’th largest eigenvalue of a matrix is denoted by λk(·) and the element-wise `1-norm
by ||A||1 =

∑
k,l |Akl|.

7.1.2 Problem statement

Many graph learning problems can be posed as finding the adjacency matrix A
that minimizes an objective function g(A) under appropriate constraints. To make
the adjacency matrix sparse, a sparsity promoting penalty function s(A) is often
introduced. The graph is thus obtained by solving the optimization problem:

min
A

g(A) + ηs(A), subject to constraints (7.1.1)

where η > 0 is a regularization parameter and A is symmetric. A few examples of
g(A), s(A) and constraints are shown in Table 7.1. Signal Processing on Graphs
(SPG) and the graphical LASSO are data-driven problems while the distributed
consensus problem only uses the topology of an underlying graph. We note that all
optimization problems in Table 7.1 are convex.

Often, the learned graph becomes disconnected for large values of η. This means
that the resulting graph describes two or more separate non-interacting systems. In
this chapter, we address the issue of learning sparse connected graphs by formulating
a convex constraint which preserves connectedness. Our contributions are as follows:

1. We analytically formulate connectedness in terms of a weighted Laplacian
matrix.

2. For the distributed consensus problem we show that the graph splits into
several components when the parameter η exceeds some value.

We illustrate the validity of the proposed constraint through numerical simulations
considering both synthetic data and real world temperature data.
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7.2 Preserving the connectedness of graphs

The connectedness of a graph is usually described by the spectrum of the graph
Laplacian matrix defined using the incidence matrix [Chu97]. As the Laplacian is
not a continuous function of the adjacency matrix A, preserving connectedness in
terms of the Laplacian matrix leads to combinatorial optimization problems. For
this reason we instead consider the weighted graph Laplacian matrix L ∈ RN×N
with elements

Lkl =
{ ∑

m 6=k Akm , if k = l,

−Akl , if k 6= l,

the matrix can thus be expressed as L = diag(A1) − A. We note that for x =
[x1, · · · , xN ]T

x>Lx =
∑
k,l

Akl
(
x2
k − xkxl

)
= 1

2
∑
k,l

Akl
(
x2
k − 2xkxl + x2

l

)
= 1

2
∑
k,l

Akl(xk − xl)2 =
∑
k<l

Akl(xk − xl)2.

The weighted Laplacian is thus positive semi-definite when Aij ≥ 0. The nullspace
of the weighted Laplacian relates to the number of connected components through
the following lemma.

Lemma 1 (Connected components). The number of connected components of a
graph with adjacency matrix A equals to the dimension of the null space of L.

The proof of Lemma 1 is similar to the proof for the (unweighted) Laplacian
in [Chu97] and is therefore not repeated here. Lemma 1 gives that a graph is
connected if and only if the second smallest eigenvalue of L (also known as the
Fiedler value) is nonzero. By noting that span{1} ⊂ null(L), we find the following
proposition.

Proposition 7.2.1 (Graph connectedess constraint). A graph with adjacency ma-
trix A ≥ 0 is connected if and only if

L + 1
N

11> = diag(A1)−A + 1
N

11> � 0. (7.2.1)

Proof. Let the graph be G = (V, E ,A). Assume first that there exists a vector
x 6= 0 such that

x>
(

L + 1
N

11>
)

x =
∑
i>j

Aij(xi − xj)2 + 1
N

(
N∑
i=1

xi

)2

,
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is zero. This means that
∑N
i=1 xi = 0 and xi = xj for all i and j such that Aij > 0.

Hence, xj = xi for all nodes j ∈ V connected to a the node i ∈ V , the vector x is
thus piecewise constant over the graph. However, the vector cannot be completely
constant since

∑N
i=1 xi = 0 and x 6= 0 by assumption. The graph must therefore

consist of at least two components.
Next, assume that the graph is disconnected. Then there exists two sets C and

D such that C ∪ D = V, C ∩ D = ∅ and Aij = 0 for all (i, j) ∈ C × D. Set the
elements of x be xi = 1/|C| for i ∈ C and xj = −1/|D| for j ∈ D where |C| and
|D| denotes the number of elements in C and D respectively. We find that

x>(L + 1
N

11>)x = 1
N

(|C|/|C| − |D|/|D|)2 = 0.

Hence L + 1
N 11> � 0.

Proposition 7.2.1 immediately implies that the solution to the graph learning
problem (7.1.1) is connected when the constraint

diag(A1)−A + 1
N

11> � εIN , (7.2.2)

is imposed for some ε > 0 and Aij ≥ 0.
For the graphical Lasso problem [FHT08], the components of the adjacency

matrix A are not necessarily non-negative. However, the sign pattern of the solution
is the same as that of R̂ in the sense that R̂ijAij ≥ 0 for all (i, j) [FHT10,Soj16].
One can therefore replace the adjacency matrix in (7.2.2) by an adjacency matrix
Ã with components Ãij = sign(R̂ij)Aij . The constraint can therefore also be used
in problems with negative adjacency matrices provided that the sign pattern of A
is known.

We next consider the application of the constraint to signal processing on graphs
and the distributed consensus problem.

7.3 Applications

7.3.1 The consensus problem
In the distributed consensus problem [BDX04,GMB14,LFJ12], we iteratively com-
pute the mean of a sequence {xi(0)}Ni=1 as

xi(t+ 1) =
∑
j

Aijxj(t); t = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

where Aij ≥ 0 and xj(t) denotes the value at the j’th node at the t’th itera-
tion. The iterations converge to the mean as t → ∞ when A1 = 1 and µ(A) =
max{λ2(A),−λN (A)} < 1 [BDX04]. Smaller µ(A) leads to faster (worst case) con-
vergence.
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In some scenarios, for example when the number of communication links is
limited, it is desirable to obtain a sparse graph [GMB14,LFJ12]. This can be done
by setting [GMB14]

s(A) =
∑
i 6=j

Aij = N − tr(A) = tr(IN −A) = tr(L).

The optimization problem (7.1.1) then becomes [GMB14]:

min µ(A) + ηtr(IN −A),
subject to A1 = 1, A ≥ 0, A> = A

Akl = 0, for all (k, l) /∈ E .
(7.3.1)

The optimization problem (7.3.1) does not ensure that the graph is connected. In
fact, we now prove that the solution to (7.3.1) is guaranteed to be disconnected for
certain values of η.

Proposition 7.3.1 (Consensus graph splitting with sparsity penalty). In the con-
sensus problem (7.3.1), the graph with N nodes and adjacency matrix A splits up
into at least k connected components when

η > 1/(N − k + 1), for k = 1, 2, . . . , N.

Proof. We prove the proposition by induction over k. The graph consists of at least
one connected component, so the proposition holds for k = 1. Assume that the
proposition holds for k − 1. Since L � 0, the eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λN = 0
of L are non-negative. The induction hypothesis gives that λN−k+2 = λN−k+3 =
· · · = λN = 0. We find that

1 = µ(IN ) ≥ µ(A) + ηtr(IN −A) = µ(IN − L) + ηtr(L)
≥ 1− λN−k+1 + η(λN−k+1 + λN−k+2 + · · ·+ λ1)
≥ 1 + λN−k+1 (η(N − k + 1)− 1) .

So λN−k+1 (η(N − k + 1)− 1) ≤ 0. Since λN−k+1 ≥ 0, we find that λN−k+1 = 0 if
η > 1

N−k+1 . Hence, for η >
1

N−k+1 , dim(null(L)) ≥ k and the graph consists of at
least k connected components.

Proposition 7.3.1 generalizes the result from [GMB14] which states that the
graph becomes completely disconnected (consists of N independent components)
when η > 1.

Next we examine the effect of imposing the connectedness constraint (7.2.2) on
the consensus problem. The constraint can be rewritten as

A− 1
N

11> � (1− ε)IN .
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This gives us that

λ2(A) = λ1

(
A− 1

N
11>

)
≤ 1− ε.

This shows that the graph is connected when λ2(A) ≤ µ(A) < 1. Convergence of
the consensus rule (µ(A) < 1) thus implies connectedness, whereas the reverse is
not true. For example, when λN (A) = −1 and λ2(A) < 1, the graph is connected
but the consensus rule is not guaranteed to converge.

7.3.2 Signal processing on graphs
Signal processing on graphs (SPG) [SNF+13a,SM13b,SM14d,SM14b] is an emerg-
ing field which deals with processing and analysis of data defined over graphs.
Concepts such as sampling, filters and transforms have been generalized to graph
signals [SNF+13a, SM14d,VCH15a, JBHM16, CSMK15b, SRV16b]. In many prob-
lems the graph needs to be learned from data [XTFV14,HCHZ16,MM15]. The aim
is then to find a sparse adjacency matrix that describes similarities in a given data
set. For undirected graphs, a commonly used measure of graph signal smoothness
is the Laplacian quadratic form

xTLx =
∑
k<l

Akl(xk − xl)2,

where Akl ≥ 0. A graph signal x with a small xTLx varies smoothly across the
edges of the graph [SNF+13a,CVSK16a,CSMK15b,XTFV14]. Given N time series
in a matrix X = [x1, x2, . . . ,xN ] ∈ RM×N , one can find graphs describing the
smoothness in the data by setting

g(A) = 1
M

M∑
t=1

∑
i>j

Aij(Xti −Xtj)2 = 1
M

tr(XLX>).

Self-edges can be removed by setting Aii = 0 for all i ∈ V and the rows can be
normalized by setting A1 = 1 to prevent the trivial solution A = 0, giving that
||A||1 = N . The connected graph learning problem thus becomes

min
A

1
M tr

(
X (IN −A) X>

)
subject to IN −A + 1

N 11> � εIN ,
Aii = 0, Aij ≥ 0,A1 = 1,A> = A.

(7.3.2)

where we used that L = IN −A.

7.4 Numerical simulations

We here show numerically that the constraint (7.2.2) ensures connectedness. We
consider the problem of learning the weighted graph Laplacian from data using
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synthetic data and a data set of temperatures at Swedish cities [MS]. In the exper-
iments we solved the optimization problem (7.3.2) using the CVX toolbox [GB14]
with ε = 0.01.

7.4.1 Experiments using synthetic data

In the first experiment we synthetically generated the signals X ∈ RM×N as

Xkl = dk sin(fk · l + φk),

where dk ∼ N (0, 1), fk ∼ U
[ 2π
N − 0.05, 2π

N + 0.05
]
, φk ∼ U [−π, π] and U [a, b]

denotes the uniform distribution on an interval [a, b]. In the experiment we set
N = M = 50. The data is shown in Figure 7.1 (a). We construct a graph describing
the smoothness and periodicity of the data [SNF+13a,HCHZ16,CVSK16a] with and
without the connectedness constraint. In Figure 7.1 (b) and (c) we see that without
the connectedness constraint the graph shows local smoothness of the signals and is
disconnected while the graph with the constraint shows local smoothness as well as
some periodicity. In Figure 7.1, the edges with weight less than 0.001 were truncated.
To examine if the graph is sensitive to the truncation we show the histogram of the
adjacency matrices in Figure 7.2. We find that without the constraint, only a few
edges have large weights while the remaining are small. With the constraint, the
weights assume a wider range of values.

7.4.2 Experiments using real data

In this experiment, we use time series of daily temperature data from 45 swedish
cities from October to December of 2014 [MS]. Our task is to find a graph that
shows which cities have similar temperatures. Note that in the experiment, the
algorithm only has access to the temperatures and not the locations of the cities.
We truncated edges with weights less than 0.05. In Figure 7.3 we see that the graph
learned without the connectedness constraint does identify some neighboring cities
but is disconnected while the graph with the constraint in Figure 7.4 does identify
neighboring cities from the temperature data. The graph also shows that cities
on the same latitude have related temperatures. We show the histogram of edge
weights in Figure 7.5. We find that the edge weights have a wider range of values
when the constraint is enforced.
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Figure 7.1: Graph learning from data. (a) shows the sinusoids used to learn the
graph, (b) shows reconstruction without the connectedness constraint and (c) shows
reconstruction with the connectedness constraint. Edges with weights less than
0.001 have been truncated.
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Figure 7.2: Histogram of edge weights for learning graphs from data without the
connectedness constraint (a) and with the constraint (b). The y-axis has been re-
duced to show the number of non-zero components more clearly.
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Figure 7.3: Learned graph for the Swedish temperature dataset without the con-
nectedness constraint.
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Figure 7.4: Learned graph for the Swedish temperature dataset with the connect-
edness constraint.
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Figure 7.5: Histogram of edge weights for learning graphs from temperature data
without the connectedness constraint (a) and with the constraint (b). The y-axis
has been reduced to show the number of non-zero components more clearly.

7.5 Conclusion

In many problems, it is useful to represent relations between data using graphs.
Often, the graph is not given a-priori but needs to be learned from data. Since
graphs are often preferred to be sparse, it is a challenge to preserve connectedness
of the graph while simultaneously enforcing sparsity. In this chapter, we showed
that connectedness is an analytical property that it can be imposed on a graph as
a convex constraint making it possible to guarantee connectedness when learning
sparse graphs. For the consensus problem, we showed that the graph is guaranteed
to be disconnected for certain values of the regularization parameter when no con-
straint is imposed. We illustrated the effect of the constraint when learning a graph
for synthetic data and for temperature data.



Chapter 8

Learning Sparse Graphs for
Prediction of Multivariate Data

Processes

8.1 Introduction

Complex data-generating processes are often described using graph models [Kol09,
BP16]. In such models, each node represents a component with a signal. Directed
links between nodes represent their influence on each other. For example, in the
case of sensor networks, a distance-based graph is often used to characterize the
underlying process [SNF+13b]. The estimation of undirected networks in the con-
text of graph-Laplacian matrix has been considered extensively in the study of
graph signals [XDPP16,TDKF17,SMMR17a,SSMM17b,PGM+17,CSP17]. Struc-
tural equation model and kernel-based methods have been employed for discov-
ery of directed networks in the context of characterization and community analy-
sis [CBG13,SBG17b]. The estimated graphs in these works are usually not applied
explicitly for prediction over the graph but rather for characterization and in the
context of recovering a graph that closely approximated an underlying graph.

In this chapter, we are interested in graph models that are useful for prediction
where the goal is to predict the signal values at a subset of nodes using information
from the remaining nodes. To address this task, we aim to learn partial correlation
graph models from a finite set of training data. Such graphs can be viewed as
the minimal-assumption counterparts of conditional independence graphs [KF09,
AAZ17]. In the special case of Gaussian signals, the latter collapses into the former.
Further, unlike many graph learning approaches which deal with undirected graphs
using a graph-Laplacian approach, we do not assume our graph to be undirected.

As the size of a graph grows, the number of possible links between nodes grows
quadratically. Thus to learn all possible links in a graph model requires large quan-
tities of data. In many naturally occuring and human-made processes, however, the
signal values at one node can be accurately predicted from a small number of other

101
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nodes. That is, there exists a corresponding sparse graph such the links to each
node are few, directly connecting only a small subset of the graph [AG11]. Sparse
partial correlation based graphs have been considered earlier in the context of com-
munity identification and graph recovery [MB06,PWZZ09]. By taking sparsity into
account it is possible to learn graph models with good predictive properties from
far fewer samples. The methods for learning sparse models are usually posed as op-
timization problems and face two major challenges here. First, they require several
hyperparameters to specify the appropriate sparsity-inducing constraints as shown
below. Second, both tuning hyperparameters and solving the associated optimiza-
tion problem is often computationally intractable and must be repeated each time
the training dataset is augmented by a new data snapshot. This usually involves
the use of some technique such as grid-search or some criterion such as Bayesian
information (BIC) which adds to the computational complexity. We also note that
these prior approaches also implicitly assume the noise or innovation variance to
be equal across the different nodes of the graph.

The contribution is a method for learning sparse partial correlation graph for
prediction that achieves three goals:

• obviates the need to specify and tune large number of hyperparameters, which
in the general case considered herein scales linearly with the number of nodes,

• computationally efficient with respect to the training data size: by exploiting
its parallel structure the runtime scales linearly with the number of observa-
tions and quadratically with the number of nodes.

• accommodates varying noise levels across nodes.

The resulting prediction properties are demonstrated using real and synthetic datasets.
Experiments with real-world datasets show that our approach consistently produces
graphs which result in superior prediction performance in comparison with some of
the graphs employed regularly in analysis of these datasets, for example, geodesic
graphs.

Reproducible research: Code for the method is available at https://github.com
/dzachariah/sparse-pcg and https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Arun_
Venkitaraman

8.2 Problem formulation

We consider a weighted directed graph with nodes indexed by set V = {1, 2, · · · , P}.
Let xi denote a signal at the ith node and the link from node j to i has a weight wij .
The signals from all nodes are collected in a P -dimensional vector x ∼ p0(x), where
p0(x) is an unknown data generating process. We assume that its covariance matrix
is full rank and, without loss of generality, consider the signals to be zero-mean.
Next, we define the weights and related graph quantities.

https://github.com/dzachariah/sparse-pcg
https://github.com/dzachariah/sparse-pcg
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Arun_Venkitaraman
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Arun_Venkitaraman
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8.2.1 Partial correlation graph

A partial correlation graph is a property of p0(x) and can be derived as follows.
Let

x̃i = xi − Cov
[
xi,x−(i,j)

]
Cov

[
x−(i,j)

]−1x−(i,j)

x̃j = xj − Cov
[
xj ,x−(i,j)

]
Cov

[
x−(i,j)

]−1x−(i,j)
(8.2.1)

denote the innovations at node i and j after partialling out the signals from all
other nodes, contained in vector x−(i,j). The weight of the link from node j to node
i is then defined as

wij ,
Cov

[
x̃i, x̃j

]
Var

[
x̃j
] , (8.2.2)

which quantifies the direct effect of node j on node i. The graph structure is thus
encoded in a P ×P weighted adjacency matrix W, where the ijth element is equal
to wij and the diagonal elements are all zero. In many applications, we expect only
a few links incoming to node i to have nonzero weights.

We can write a compact signal representation associated with the graph by
defining a latent variable εi = xi −

∑
j 6=i wijxj at node i, with variance σ2

i . By
re-arranging, we can simply write

x = Wx + ε (8.2.3)

The variable εi is zero mean and uncorrelated with the signal values on the right-
hand side of row i of (8.2.3), i.e., E[x−iεi] = 0. This is shown by first using the
fact that x̃j is uncorrelated with all elements of x−(i,j) [KSH00] so that E[(xi −
x̃i)x̃j ] = 0. Therefore E[xj x̃j ] = Var[x̃j ] and E[εix̃j ] = E[xix̃j ] − wij Var[x̃j ] =
E[(xi− x̃i)x̃j ] = 0 for all j 6= i. Consequently, E[x̃−iεi] = 0. Using the fact that x−i
is linearly related to its corresponding innovations x̃−i, it follows that E[x−iεi] = 0.

8.2.2 Prediction

Having defined the weighted graph above, we now turn to the prediction problem.
Given a signal x0 from a subset of nodes V0 ⊂ V, the problem is to predict unknown
signal values at the remaining nodes V?. An natural predictor of x? is:

x̂?(W) = W?,0x0, (8.2.4)

where W?,0 denotes the corresponding submatrix of W of size |V?| × |V0|. We
observe that (8.2.4) is a function of W. Next, we develop a method for learning W
from a dataset D =

{
x(1),x(2), . . . ,x(N)

}
, where x(n) denotes the nth realization

from p0(x). The learned graph Ŵ is then used to evaluate a predictor (8.2.4).
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8.3 Learning a sparse graph

Let wT
i be the ith row of W after removing the corresponding diagonal element.

Then, for snapshot n, the ith row of (8.2.3) is given by

xi(n) = wT
i x−i(n)︸ ︷︷ ︸

,x̂i(n;wi)

+ εi(n).
(8.3.1)

A natural approach to learn a sparse graph W from N training samples is:

min
W: ‖wi‖0≤Ki, ∀i

P∑
i=1

N∑
n=1
|xi(n)− x̂i(n; wi)|2 (8.3.2)

where the constraint ‖wi‖0 ≤ Ki � P restricts the maximum number of directed
links to each node. Let learned weights be denoted as w0

i , then x̂i(n; w0
i ) is a sparse

predictor of xi(n) which we take as a reference. While this learning approach leads
to strictly sparse weights, it has has two drawbacks. First, (8.3.2) is known to be
NP-hard, and hence convex relaxations must be used practice [DET06]. Second, a
user must specify suitable bounds {Ki}. Tractable convex relaxations of (8.3.2),
such as the `1-penalized Lasso approach [Tib94,YK10]

min
W

P∑
i=1

N∑
n=1
|xi(n)− x̂i(n; wi)|2 + λi‖wi‖1, (8.3.3)

avoid an explicit choice of {Ki} but must in turn tune a set of hyperparameters {λi}
since the variances σ2

i are not uniform in general. With the appropriate choice of
λi, the resulting deviation of x̂i(n; ŵi) from x̂i(n; w0

i ) can be bounded [BVDG11].
Tuning these hyperparameters with e.g. cross-validation [HTF09] is however com-
putationally intractacle, especially when N becomes large. We note here that the
approach taken by [MB06] and [PWZZ09] in the context of graph discovery implic-
itly assumes that σ2

i is equal across nodes, which is a more restrictive assumption.
An alternative approach is to treat wi as a random variable, with an expected

value 0, prior to observing data from the ith node. Specifically, consider (8.3.1)
conditioned on data from all other nodes X−i = [xT

−i(1) · · · xT
−i(N)]T and assume

that
E[wi|X−i] = 0 and Cov[wi|X−i] = diag(πi),

where πi is a vector of variances. Under this conditional model, the MSE-optimal
estimator of wi after observing data from ith node xi = [xi(1), . . . , xi(N)]T is
expressible as [KSH00]:

ŵi(π, σ2) =
(
XT
−iX−i + σ2diag(π)−1)−1 XT

−ixi. (8.3.4)

Similar to the Empirical Bayes approach in [Ber85], the hyperparameters π and σ2

for each i can be estimated by fitting the marginalized covariance model

Cov[xi|X−i] = X−idiag(π)XT
−i + σ2IN
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to the sample covariance Ĉov[xi|X−i] = xixT
i [And89, SBL11]. It was shown in

[SZL14], that evaluating (8.3.4) at the estimated hyperparameters is equivalent to
solving a convex, weighted square-root Lasso problem:

ŵi(π̂, σ̂2) = arg min
wi

‖xi −X−iwi‖2 +
∑
j 6=i

‖xj‖2
√
N
|wij |, (8.3.5)

This problem (aka. Spice) can be solved recursively with a runtime that scales as
O(NP 2) [ZS15]. Since each ŵi can be computed in parallel, this can be exploited
to obtain Ŵ in the same runtime order. Moreover, under fairly general conditions,
the deviation of x̂i(n; ŵi) from x̂i(n; w0

i ) is bounded by known constants [ZSS17].
In sum, using the Spice approach (8.3.5) we learn a sparse graph Ŵ in a

statistically motivated and computationally efficient manner without the need to
search for or tune hyperparameters. Moreover, it accommodates varying noise levels
across nodes.

8.4 Experiments

We apply the learning method to both synthesized and real-world multivariate
data. We use a training set consisting of N samples to learn a sparse graph. Then
by evaluating (8.2.4) at Ŵ, we perform prediction on separate testing sets. The
performance is quantified using normalized mean-squared error evaluated over a
test set. Specifically, we define the normalized prediction errors as

NPE =
E
[
‖x? − x̂?‖22

]
E
[
‖x?‖22

] .

The expectation is calculated by averaging over different data samples. We evaluate
the performance as a function of training set size N . The data is made zero-mean by
subtracting the component-wise mean from the training and testing sets in all the
examples considered. For the purposes of comparison, we also perform experiments
with the least-squares (LS) estimate of W obtained as follows:

min
W

P∑
i=1

N∑
n=1
|xi(n)− x̂i(n; wi)|2 (8.4.1)

8.4.1 Synthesized graphs
We consider the graph shown in Figure 8.1 with the indicated edge weights wij
which is akin to a stochastic block model [New10]. It consists of two densely con-
nected communities of 5 nodes each with only two inter-community edges. To sim-
ulate network signals, we generate data as

x(n) = (IP −W)−1ε(n), (8.4.2)
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Figure 8.1: Graph structure with nonzero weights defined by W.

where the elements of ε(n) are mutually uncorrelated and drawn uniformly from a
Gaussian distribution with variances assigned as σ2

i ∈ (0, 1]. We generate a total of
2× 104 samples from which one half is used for training and remaining for testing
by partitioning the total dataset randomly. All results are reported by averaging
over 500 Monte Carlo simulations. For sake of illustration, we include an example
of Ŵ from (8.3.5) when using N = 104 training samples in Figure 8.2(a).

We perform prediction experiment using signals at V0 = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} to predict
the signals at V∗ = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}. Figure 8.2(b) shows that NPE decreases with N
and ultimately converges to predictions using true W. In Figure 8.2(d), we illustrate
the rate of overall improvement of the learned graph as N increases, measured as
the normalized MSE E[‖W − Ŵ‖2F ]. We observe that the LS estimator performs
poorly in terms of NPE. The NMSE of the LS estimator is also signficantly larger
than of our approach. This is expected because the LS estimator is known to exhibit
high variance.

8.4.2 Flow-cytometry data
We next consider flow-cytometry data used in [SPP+05], which consists of various
instances of measurement of protein and phospholipid components in thousands of
individual primary human immune system cells. The data consists of total 7200
responses of P = 11 molecules to different perturbations which we divide the data
into training and test sets. The partition is randomized and for each realization a
graph Ŵ is learned. A learned graph is illustrated in Figure 8.3(a) using N = 3600
samples. For the prediction task, we evaluate the performance using 100 Monte
Carlo repetitions. For the sake of comparison, we also evaluate the performance
with the sparse binary directed graph W′ proposed in [SPP+05]. This is because
it has been used to encode the directed dependencies between nodes though not
specifically designed for prediction. We make observations of the signal at nodes
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Figure 8.2: Results for synthesized graph. (a) Example of learned graph Ŵ using
our approach. (b) Prediction errors in [dB], and (c) Normalized error of learned
graph in [dB].

V0 = {3, 8, 9}, noting that these proteins have the maximum number of connections
in W′. Prediction is then performed for the signal values at the remaining nodes
V? = {1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11}. We observe from Figure 8.3(b) that the learned partial
correlation graph Ŵ yields superior predictive performance on comparison with
the reference graph W′. The improvements saturate beyond N = 103 samples. As
expected, the errors of the LS estimator are inflated by its higher variance.

8.4.3 Temperature data for cities in Sweden

We next consider temperature data from the 45 most populated cities in Sweden.
The data consists of 62 daily temperature readings for the period of November
to December 2016 obtained from the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological In-
stitute [SMH]. In Figure 8.4, we show an instance of the learned graph Ŵ using
N = 30 observations. We observe that the graph is sparse as expected.

For the prediction task, we use a subset of N observations for training and
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Figure 8.3: Results for flow-cytometry data: (a) Learned graph Ŵ. (b) (a) Predic-
tion error in [dB].

the remaining samples for testing, and perform 100 Monte Carlo repetitions. For
reference, we compare the prediction performance with that of distance-based graph

W′ with elements w′ij = exp
(
−d2

ij∑
i,j
d2

ij

)
for all i 6= j and 0 for i = j. Here dij

denotes the geodesic distance between the ith and jth cities. This graph structure
is commonly used in modelling relations between data points in spectral graph
analysis and in the recently popular framework of graph signal processing [SM13a],
which makes it a relevant reference.

The cities are ordered in descending order of their population, and we use the
temperatures of the bottom 40 cities to predict the top 5 cities. That is, V0 =
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and V? = {6, · · · , 45}. In Figure 8.4, we observe that the prediction
performance using the learned graph Ŵ is high already at N = 10 samples while
using reference graph does not provide meaningful predictions. As with the earlier
examples, we also plot the NPE values obtained for LS. We observe that the NPE for
LS actually increases as the number of samples is increased. In our learnt graph in
Figure8.4(a), the strongest edges are usually across cities which are geographically
close. Further, a community structure is evident between nodes 1 to 15 and between
nodes 20 to 40. This agrees with the observation that the most populated cities
(nodes 1 to 15) mostly all lie in the south of Sweden and hence, are similar in
geography and population. Such an observation can also be made about the nodes
from 20 to 40, since they correspond to the relatively colder northern cities. Since
human occupation and temperature levels are related, we see that the learnt graph
reveals a community structure across the cities.
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Figure 8.4: Results for temperature data: (a) Learned graph Ŵ. (b) Prediction
error in [dB].

8.4.4 64-channel EEG data

Finally, we consider 64-channel electroencephalogram (EEG) signals obtained by
placing 64 electrodes at various positions on the head of a subject and recorded dif-
ferent time-instants [GAG+00]. We divide the data consisting of 7000 samples into
training and test sets using 100 Monte Carlo repetitions. An example of a learned
graph using our approach is shown in Figure 8.5(a). For reference, we compare the
prediction performance with that obtained using a diffusion-based graph W′, where

w′ij = exp
(
− ‖ri−rj‖2

2∑
i,j
‖ri−rj‖2

2

)
, and rj is the vector of 500 successive signal samples

from a separate set of EEG signals at the jth electrode or node. In Figure 8.5(b)
we observe that predictive performance using the learned partial correlation graph
is substantially better than using the diffusion-based reference graph and reaches a
value close to −10dB even at very low training sample sizes. We observe that the
NPE with LS estimator remains large even when N is increased.

8.5 Conclusion

We have addressed the problem of prediction of multivariate data process by defin-
ing underlying graph model. Specifically, we formulated a sparse partial correlation
graph model and two associated target quanties for prediction and filtering, respec-
tively. The graph structure is learned recursively without the need for cross-validate
or parameter tuning by building upon a hyperparameter-free framework. Using
real-world data we showed that the learned partial correlation graphs offer superior
prediction performance compared with standard weighted graphs associated with
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the datasets.
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